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FOREWORD
This Bulletin is published in furtherance of the purposes of NASA grant
NGL 03»002-313 entitled "Application of Remote Sensing to State and Local
Government." The purpose of the grant is to assist, with the use of NASA
high-altitude photography and satellite imagery, state and local agencies
whose responsibility lies in planning, zoriing, and environmental monitoring
and/or assessment.
This report is the eighth in a series of publications designed to pre-
sent information bearing on remote sensing application in Arizona. This
study details the interdisciplinary efforts of the 1974 Natural Resources
Committee, Arizona State Senate, the School of Renewable Natural Resources,
University of Arizona, and the NASA grant to utilize remote sensing tech-
niques to inventory and assess management needs of Southern Arizona's
unique rip:^ian habitat.
Arizon. recognizes the need for statewide land-use planning, and the
foundation for such planning has been laid by the state Environmental Plan-
ning Commission. During 1975 legislation was introduced calling for delinea-
tion of areas of environmental concern.
The authors feel that within Arizona's riparian habitat there are such
areas, and that this study may provide basic data for state land-use planning
which will include the recognition and resulting policy decisions needed to
manage this unique vegetation resource. 	 ^ J
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INTRODUCTION
Southwestern United States riparian habitats provide a main source of
water to man and other animals, forage for livestock, habitat for wildlife,
wood products for man, and soil and water for farming; and because of this
diversity, conflicts of interests frequently occur among users of the limited
riparian lands.
The Arizona State Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Environment 	 "l$r^
introduced in 1974 Senate Bill 1049 providing for the protection by the State
Land Commissioner of water courses and riparian environment on state-trust
lands. Although not yet passed by the Arizona legislature, such a bill could
have far-reaching consequences on the future management of vegetation com-
munities adjacent to major drainages in the State. Proper adjudication of
uses regulated by such a bill immediately requires that an inventory of
riparian vegetation be made to provide data on the kinds and locations of
riparian habitat to be regulated.
objectives
The objectives of this study were sevenfold, but basically centered
around the demonstration of remote sensing as an inventory tool and comple-
tion of a comprehensive literature review documenting the multiple uses of
riparianvegetation..
Specific study objectives included: F
1. Map riparian vegetation along the following stream channels:
a.	 Gila River (Solomon, Arizona to New Mexico border)
b.	 San Simon Creek (Solomon, Arizona to New Mexico border)
C.	 San Pedro River (within Cochise County) 11>
d.	 Pantaao Wash (Sonoita, Arizona to Tucson, Arizona);
2. Determine the feasibility of automated mapping using LANDSAT-1
computer'compatible tapes;
3. Locate and summarize existing maps delineating riparian vegetation;
4. Summarize Rablished data relevant to Southern Arizona's riparian
products and uses;
5. Document recent riparian vegetation changes along a selected
portion of the San Pedro River; }'
6. Summarize published literature documenting historical changes in
composition and distribution of riparian vegetation; and
7. Summarize sources of available photography pertinent to Southern
Arizona.
.	
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Riparian Habitat Definition
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Rs.payian vegetation was well defined by Lowe (1964), "A riparian.associa-
tion of any kind is one which occurs in or adjacent to drainageways and/or
their floodpl,ains and which is further characterized by species and/or life
forms different from that of the immediately surrounding nonriparian climax."
Campbell and Green (1968) recognized an obligatory relationship between the
riparian plant and its site and delineated a facultative relationship where
"woody plants can complete their Life cycle on relatively xeric or mesic sites,
but which respond to more mesic conditions with greater growth and density."
They explained that pseudoriparian species remain geographically confined "and
neither migrate upstream nor downstream beyond major vegetation, types of
adjacent slopes." Campbell and Green's (1968) original usage of pseudoriparian
terminology has been recently enlarged by Brown and Lowe (in Review) to include
extensions of higher elevation, more mesic climax associations fingering down-
ward in drainageways. An extension of oak woodlands into Southwestern Arizona's
plains and desert grasslands is an example of their pseudoriparian vegetation.
This report makes no attempt to separate pseudoriparian from riparian vegetation.
Phreatophytes were defined by Meinzer (1923) as plants that obtain their
water from the zone of saturation, whether directly or through the capillary
fringe; thus are usually found growing along streambanks or on floodplains and
playas (Pacific Southwest Interagency Committee, 1958). Some studies (Robin-
son, 1958, 1961 and 1967; Muckel, 1966; and Blaney, 1958) have distinguished
phreatophytes from riparian vegetation, and as late as 1972 Horton made the
distinction that riparian plants depend largely on flowing water rather than
groundwater. A more recent report (Ffolliott and Thorud, 1970 recognized the
problem of separating phreatophytes from riparian vegetation to be academic,
and pointed out that there "is no clean division between shallow alluvial
deposits in mountain streams for storage of groundwater and the deeper deposits
in typical phreatophyte zones." Phreatophytes growing in channels and flood-
plains are considered as riparian vegetation in this Bulletin.
Communities within the riparian association can either be temporary and
I	 unstable or as permanent as the landscape drainage patterns which form its
physical habitat. A dynamic vegetar.:on is to be expected because the stream
4	
itself is dynamic, with aegradation and degradation proceeding simultaneously
along various parts of the channel (Hastings, 1963).
! .}	 A
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Riparian, vegetation in four drainage basins (Fig. 1) was mapped using
high and medium altitude aerial photography as the primary data base.
Photographic specificatiomF are given below in Table 1.
Table 1.. Drainages, photographic data sources . and specifications for
Photography used in vegetation mapping.
..,DRAINAGE FLIGHT DATE SOURCE SCALE FILM
Gila River 73-056 6 April 1973 NASA 1:31 4 680 Color IR
(Solomon, Arizona to
New Mexico border)
San Simon Cheek 2 through 16 Oct. 1972 BIM 1:25,000 BW
(Solomon, Arizona to 18 to
New Mexico border) 14 April 1973
San Pedro River 73-152 7 Sept. 1973 NxSA 1:125,000 Color IR
(Cochise County) 72-129 1 Aug. 1972 NASA 1:125,000 Color IR
Pantano wash-Cienega 72-129 1 Aug. 1972 NASA 1:125,000 Color IR
Creek
(SOnoita, Arizona to
Tucson, Arizona)
IJ
71
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The procedure used for mapping riparian communities was similar to that
outlined by Horton, Robinson and McDonald (1964). Color infrared trans-
parencies were examined individually and riparian communities were delineated
on mylar overlays of the individual frames utilizing a binocular microscope
and light table. Mylar overlays were also prepared for black and white
photos. Delineations were made at the community level (in some cases into
associations) using Brown and Lowe's (1974a) digitized classification, sys-
tem based on the natural criteria of moisture, temperature, and vegetation
structure and composition. Delineated community boundaries were refined by
observations from the ground and low level aircraft flights.
After final corrections were made on the vegetation maps, they were
overlain on U.S. Geological Survey Topographic Maps and a dot grid was used
to determine the area within sections occupied by each community. Riparian
associations were difficult to delineate and tally on the 1:125,000-scale
photography; thus, tabulated acreages should be interpreted in view of this
limitation.
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Figure 1. Riparian vegetation along the Gila River, San Simon Creek,
San Pedro River and Pantano Wash-Cienega Creek was mapped
using photo-interpretation techniques.
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f Riparian vegetation maps were developed at the contact scale of t3z:
photography available for the area. Thus the San Pedro and Pantano-Cienaga
drainages were developed at a scale of 1:125,000 and maps for the San Simon
and upper Gila Rivers were drawn at respective scales of 1:25,000 and
1:31,680.	 All maps are reproduced for this publication, however, at a scale
- i
of 1:125,000 (112 inch = I mile).
t
Riparian vegetation on a test site along the lower Gila River near Dome,
Arizona was automatically mapped using LANDSAT-1 satellite data in a digital
format. This is a technique whereby reflected radiation sensed by the orbit-
ing satellite is recorded on magnetic tape for computer analysis instead of
being converted into a photographic product. The study area consisted of a
30-mile reach of the lower Gila River floodplain east of Yuma, Arizona, much
of which has been converted to irrigated agricultural lands as part of the
Wellton.-Mohawk Irrigation District.
Historical changes in riparian vegetation were documented by a litera-
ture review. Actual changes during a 36-year period, along a 22-:Wile stretch
of the San Pedro River were determined using a vegetation map derived from
1936 Soil Conservation Service black and U*hite aerial photographs (scale
1:31,680), then compared to a vegetation map of the same area derived from
1973 NASA high-altitude photography (scale 1:125,000).
Riparian Community Descriptions
Based on the present investigation, and Brown and howe's (1974a) pub-
lication, the riparian vegetation was classified into nine plant communities
(Table 2). Where associations within communities could be reliably delineated
these were mapped, but all summary tables provid:mg acreage of types by
section are at the community level. Appendices B and C provide an alphabet-
s	 ical listing of common plant names equated to scientific names and an
alphabetical listing of scientific names equated to common names, respectively.
The authority for scientific names utilized in this Bulletin is Arizona Flora
° w	(Kearney and Peebles, 1.969).
Cottonwood-Willow Community
This community was restricted to the more mesic sites and occurred
primarily as a gallery forest along the channels or as small Lsolated stands
	 "-
7 _	 s'L7	 I	 Y_-.
': .. l	 in old channel bends (Fig. 2). Cottonwoods and willows produce short-lived
I{
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Table 5. Acres of riparian coax
Solomon, Arizona to ti
location and cover c 1i
Township, Range and Section
Conemity T.7S R26E VS R27E T8S	 R27E
Cover 24	 25 30	 31	 32 5	 4	 9	 10	 15	 22	 23	 26	 35
Mes-;uite
<25 84	 38	 26 44	 8	 56	 2	 50	 6
26-50 12	 13 66	 27
51-75 17	 11
>15
Tamarisk
<25 9	 28 27
26-50 18	 1 48	 50	 75	 36	 6	 83	 2	 61	 62
51. 75 5 10	 11	 1	 4	 11
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Mixed Grass-
Scrub
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Saltbush
< 25 117 162	 49	 26	 20	 12
26-50
51-75
1-75
Total 29	 24 ^68	 75	 176 264	 69	 180	 38	 110	 103	 2	 65	 91
40
1 f
h.. 1
	
^^	 r^ ^	 7	 ^	 r	 A '.^^	 ^	 r•
• ^."a J^	 •	 ..	 4.	 _	 . •..15liL..,Y-. `9[r1F	 4L ^. rd	 _ _ ^. v .iMl } 	+^
Figure 2. Cottonwood-Willow Communities form ribbon-like strands along the
San Pedro River where soil moisture conditions are favorable.
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sees! only for short periods during spring, thus moisture during this time of
year is essential for establishment (Horton, Mounts, and Kraft, 1960; Zimmer-
man., 1969; and Turner, 1974). Other riparian species were inadvertently
Lumped into the Cottonwood-Willow Community when maps were derived from the
1:125,000-scale photographs. For example, at this scale 1/8 square inch
represents about 40 acres, an area much larger than the area covered by many
of the .existing stands.
Mesquite Bosque Community
Mesquite establishment is intolerant of a shallow groundwater table, and
some channel cutting to lower the water table is beneficial (Hastings, 1963;
Zimmerman, 1969; and Gavin, 1973). Thus, Mesquite Bosque Communities (Fig. 3)
primarily Occur on floodplains elevated above the current channel Level.
Because seed remain viable for long periods of time, mesquite can become
established when environmental conditions become favorable (Gary, 1965).
Although its roots are capable of growing to depths of 175 ft. (Phillips,
1963); Zimmerman's (1969) observations along the San Pedro River revealed that
the bulk of the roots occurred within 25 ft. of the surface and coincided with
groundwater depths of 45 ft. or less. Bosques are quickly replaced by open
stands of shrubs in areas away from the river where the water table is deeper.
All riparian associations which had a dominant aspect of mesquite were
classed as Mesquite Bosque Communities. Because of their importance, stands
of large, dense mesquite were mapped as a separate association.
Tamarisk Community
Young Tamarisk (also called saltcedar) Communities were found primarily
in the lowest bottomlands, on soils subject to varying periods of surface
J
moisture (Fig. 4), or in areas of shallow groundwater. Older communities
occurred above the lowest bottomlands, often in striated patterns which rep-
resent once-dependable streamflows (Fig. 5). First-year seedlings may produce
seed, and saltcedar is a prolific seed producer (Horton et al., 1960; Zimmer-
man, 1969; and Turner, 1974). Although saltcedar usually germinates in sat-
urated soil, seeds can germinate while floating on water (Horton et al., 1960).
Because seed production occurs from March through October, seedlings are estab-
lished during periods of spring and summer flow (Zimmerman, 1969; and Turner,
Al
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Figure 3. Mesquite Bosque Community along Upper Cienega Creek, Arizona,
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 pattern is the result of tamarisk
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Seep Willow-Broom, Mixed Scrub and Burrobrush Caimnunities
The Riparian Scrub Biome includes species commonly occurring along stream
channels: seep willow, desert broom, burrobrush (Fig. 6), salteedar and desert
willow. Communities were specified by the dominant species present. If, how-
ever, several of the previously listed species made up the community, the area
was classified as a Mixed Scrub Community.
Germination conditions are favorable for burrobrush, desert broom, and
desert willow on wide sandy channels that are disturbed by summer floods.
These species may be intolerant of prolonged saturation of the superficial
layers of the alluvium (Zimmerman, 1969). Seep willow, however, requires a
sustained flow for germination and seedling establishment (Zimmerman, 1969;
and Turner, 1974). Because of its shallow roots, it is restricted to shadow
groundwater sites (Gary, 1965) and when mesquite and seep willow occur together,
mesquite eventually dominates because it adapts to aggradation by sprouting,
and seep willow is adversely affected by the boss of shallow water (Turner,
1974).
Sacaton Grass Community
This community is found primarily on floodplains characterized by a
f
	 shallow groundwater table (Fig. 7). Successional stages along the San Pedro
River ranged from recently-formed floodplains, with high water tables, where
sacaton was replacing riparian scrub species, to older floodplains where
channel cutting had lowered the water table and the less-vigorous sacaton was
being replaced by mesquite.
Mixed Grass-Sdrub Community
-	
—fin ,.
The Mixed Grass-Scrub Community was found in the San Simon Valley. A
mixture of grasses and.shrtxbs, native and introduced, dominate the site.
Soil moisture and nutrient conditions are favorable, and productivity is
high. Grass species include Johnson grass, tobosa, sacaton, vine mesquite
and jungle rice. Shrubs are mesquite and tamarisk.
Saltbush Community
T'is community occurred on terraces along the upper Gila and San Simon
Valleys "Fig. 8) and was often interspersed with mesquite associations.
:.i
	 LL
k	 !
n
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Figure 6. Burrobrush Communiv along Upper Gila River.
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Figure 7. Sacaton Grass Community along San Pedro River.
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Figure 8. Saltbush Community^1 ,^ ong San Simon drainage.
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Saltbush along the lower Gila River became interspersed with creosote bush
and seepweed when soil conditions became drier and lighter, or more saline,
respectively (Haase, 1972).
San Pedro River Vegetation
Explanation of the legend for the following vegetation maps is given in
Table 3. To improve map readability, a 3-symbol system was used where the
first (capital) letter designates the community, the number designates the
association and the lower case letter indicates cover class. Cover class was
estimated from aerial photographs and randomly checked in the field. The
letters a, b, c, and d, denote cover classes of <25, 26-50, 51-75, and >75%,
respectively.
Riparian communities along the main channel of the San Pedro River (within
Cochise County) were mapped to the association level at a scale of 1:125,000
(Figs. 9a-9f) and are tabulated by acreages, geographic location and cover,
class (Table 4). The maps and tabular data are arranged to cover the river
from north at the Pima. County line south to the International Boundary.
Near 60 percent of the 18,700 riparian acres along the San Pedro River
in Cochise County are dominated by mesquite (Table 4). Several successional
stages of the mesquite community are delineated on Figs. 9a-9f. True mes-
quite basque was designated as a separate association (B 6) because of its
biological uniqueness. Many associations designated (B l} have the potential
to develop into bosques, if not cleared and the water table is not depleted.
Bqp ques primarily occurred downstream from Charleston. Data in Table 4 shows
. I	 wttiat about 3600 acres are covered by mesquite with greater than 75 percent
cover.
1
Sacaton communities dominate 2800 acres, mostly on flo dplains south of
r
Highwa)j 90 to the International Boundary. Saltcedar primarily occurred north
of Fairbanks; howev er,' ,gmall stands do exist as far upstr^am a_l Palominas.
on high-altitude1:125t1`OD) photagraphy a small staz^ds o shltredar could not
be accurately delineated and were often lumped r to mimed riparian scrub
communities; how ^rer, 870 acres of saltcedar wdelineated. Many young
salteedar stands presently growing in-the channel will mature; thus salteedar
acreage will increase Nkn proportion to -other ^i}^afi^ri' communities.
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Table 3. Legend for communities and associations shown on maps and
correlation with Brown and Lowe's (1974a) 5- and 6-digit
pl classification for vegetation in the Southwest.
t Map Brown and Lowel^^ Symbol. Communities and/or Associations Classification
AC Cottonwood-Willow Communities 322.32
.^ Al Populus £remonti-Salix Mixed Broadleaf Assoc. 322.321
: s A2 Popul.us fremonti-Sporobolus Associations 322.32-*
i
BC Mesquite Bosque Communities 333.11
k B  Prosopis juliflora Associations 333.111
I^ B2 Prosopis juliflora Mixed Narrowleaf (e.g.,
Tamarix pentandpa, Chilopsis linearis, ^
Celtis reticulate) Associations 333.112
' B3 Prosopis juliflora-Sporobolus Associations 333.11-
B4 Prosopis juliflora-Atriplex Associations 333.11-
` B5 Prosopis juliflora-Baccharis Associations 333.11-
B6 Prosopis juliflora True Bosque Associations 333.11-
CO Tamarisk disclimax Communities 333.12
Cl Tamarix pentandra Associations 333.121
C 2 Tamarix-Prosopis Associations 333.12-
31 C3 Tamarix-Salsola-Sor hum Associations 333.12-
i ^m
Do Channel with scattered Mixed Scrub Communities 342.43
'} D 1 Seep Willow-Broom Communities 342.42
A2 Mixed Scrub (seep willow, burrobrush, and
i tamarisk) Communities 342.43
D3 Burrobrush Communities 342.4-
I'
I^(
Eo Sacaton Grass Communities 352.23
El Sporobolus-Prosopis Associations 352.23-
E2 Sporobolus-Popul.us Associations 352.23-
° L E3 Sporobolus-Scrub Associations 352.23-
^ s "C Mixed Grass-Scrub Communities 	 TF 352.35
} Go Saltbush Communities 	 _ 363.17
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Figure 95. Riparian vegetation map of Sectioa B of the San Pedro River.
See Table 3 for legend. Scale - 1:125,000.
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Figure 9c. Riparian vegetation map of Section C of the San Pedro River.
See Table 3 for legend. Scale - 1:125,000.
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Figure 9d. Riparian vegetation map of Section D of the San Pedro River.
See Table 3 for legend. Scale - 1:125,000.
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Figure 9e. Riparian
vegetation map of
Section E of the
San Pedro River.
See Table 3 for
legend.
Scale - 1:125,000.
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Figure 9f. Riparian
vegetation map of
Section F of the
San Pedro River.
See Table 3 for
legend.
Scale - 1:125,000.
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Table 4. Acres of riparian coimmnities along the San Pedro River within
Cochise County tabulated by geographic location and cover class.
Township, Range and Section
Community T125 R19E T13S, R19E
32 31 30 29 19 36 27 26 25 23 22 15 10% Cover
Cottonwood-
Willow
.425
26-50 16
51-75 8
>75
Mesquite
<25
26-50 16 24 16 32 71 71 24
51-75 24 103 32 8 55 16
>75 205 8 16 24 111 32 71 24
Tamarisk
<25
26-50 8 8 16 24
51-75 24 8 8 32 32 87 40
>75
Mixed Scrub
<25 47 24 8 63 8 8 24 32 24 47 32
26-50
51-75
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25
26.50
51-75
>75
Total 252 8 80 64 87 1143 16 48 159 254 143 221 136
.1
Table 4. Continued
Township, Range and Section
Community T13S	 R19E T13SI R20E T14S R20E
9 5	 4 32	 31	 30 33 29 28	 21% Cover
Cottonwood-
willow
<25
26-50
51-75 8 8
>75
Mesquite
<25
26-50 8 8 32
51-75 8 8	 111	 8 8
>75 111 24	 87 8 79
Tamarisk
<25
26-50 16 16 8 8
51=75 32 47 16
>75
Mixed Scrub
<25 i^	 32 24	 40 32 24 47	 8
26-50
51-75
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50
51»75
>75
Total 167 48	 157 8	 183	 8 71 48 158	 8
2y
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Table 4. Continued
Township, Range and Sectioa
Cormuni.ty T145 R20E T15S 820E
20 17 8 7 6 33 32 29 28	 22 21	 20% Cover
Cottonwood-
willow
<25
26-50 16
51-75 16 24
>75
Mesquite
<25 8
"6-50 24 32 16 87 40 24 16 32	 24
51-75 95 8 16 8 166 24
>75 24 32 40 47	 16 229
Tamarisk
<25
26-50 24 8
51-75 8 16
>75
Mixed Scrub
<25 32 32 16 40 32 8 40 8 16 40
26-50 8
51-75
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Total 175 120 64 135 120 56 230 40 87	 16 325
	 24
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Township, Range and Section
Community T15S R20E T16S	 R20E
16	 15	 10 9 4	 3 34 33 28	 27 21 17	 16% Cover
Cottonwood-
willow
<25
26.50 8 8
51-75
>75
Mesquite
<25 40 16
26-50 24 8 40
51-75 16 55	 24 32 24 95	 8 142 8	 126
>75 24	 103	 40 24 32 8 87 63
Tamarisk
<25
26-50 8 8 8 8
51-75 8 16 16 16 16 8
>75
Mixed. Scrub
<25 24	 32 24 32 8 16 32 16 32
26-50 24	 8
51-75
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Total 24	 127	 120 104 191	 32 56 56 230	 8 245 8	 214
Table 4. Continued
Township, Range and Section
Community T16S 8201; T17S	 R20E
8 7 6 5 36 26	 25	 24	 23 14 13	 11% Cover
Cottons iod-
Wil1ow
<25
26-50
51-75 8 8
>75
Mesquite
<25
26.50 24
51-75 32 16 8 8
>75 111 8	 158	 55	 47 47 8	 16
Tamarisk
<25
26-50 16 24
51-75 8 55
>75
Mixed Scrub
<25 24 32 40 40 8	 8 24 16
26-50
51-75
>7j
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Total 64 88 64 40 111 8	 166	 55	 63 97 8	 95
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Table 4. Continued
Township, Range and Section
Community	 T17S R20E	 T17S R21E	 T18S R20E
% Cover	 10	 3	 2	 31	 30	 1
Cottonwood-
Willow
<25
26-50
51.75
>75
 
Mesquite
<25
26-50
	
16 32
51-75
	
32
>75
	
8	 40	 24
Tamarisk
<25
26-50
55
32
24	 40
261	 119
i	 Mixed Scrub
<25	 24 24	 8
26-50
51-75
>75
I	 1
Sacatan Grass
<2r,
26-50
t. 51-75>75
Total	 8 80 88	 48 24 55
.:Townshi.p, Range and Section
,..
Community
% Cove..
Tl8S,.R21R
-
28	 27	 29	 21	 20	 18	 17	 16	 8	 7	 6 5
Cottonwood-
Willow
<25 8 8
26-50
51-75 8 8 24 8 8
>75 a
Mesquite
<25
26-50 79 16 190 87 8
51-75 40 8 63 166 55	 150 63
>75 16 8	 16 32
Tamarisk
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Mixed Scrub
<25 8 24 40 24 24 24 24 16
26-50
51-75
>75
Sacaton Grass
< 25
26-50
51-75 103 79
>75
Total 111 8	 159 278 166	 8 95 40 246 55	 182 95
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Township, Range and Section.
Community
°la Cover
T19S, R21E T205 RM
34	 33	 28	 21	 20	 17	 16	 9	 8	 5	 4 35	 34	 27
Cottonwood-
WilloW
<25 16 32
26-50 8 8
51-75 8 8 16 16
>75
Mesquite
<25 8
26-50 47 16 63 40 47 8 24 32
51-75 79 79 71 24	 253 134 55 71 126 8
>75 32 24 71 87 190 25	 166 126
Tamarisk
<25
26 -50 40 40 8 16 24
51-75
> 75
Mixed Scrub
<25 32 16 40 40 40 24 47 8 32 8	 16 32
26-50
51-75
> 75
Sacaton Grass
< 25
26-50
51-75 55
> 75
Total 190 32 119 254 24	 341 174 111 284 119 404 33	 182 269
f'v
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Table 4. Continued
f^3
s
J	 1a
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Township, Range. and Section.
Community TZOS R21E '215 R2.IE
26. 22 21 16 15 . 14 10 9' 4 . 3	 2 24	 14 . 13 11 2% Cover:.
cottonwood-
Willow
<25
26-50 8 8 16 8
51-75 24 8 8
>75
Mesquite
<25
26-50 32 8 63 158 32 63 237	 8 95 103
51-75 24 55 158 24 158 174 32 40 71
>75 55 47 40 8 63
Tamarisk
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Mixed Scrub
<25 16 32 8 55 32 8 32 8 40 40 24
26-50
51-75
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50
51-75 40 134 Ill 55 8
>75
Total 103 151 197 119 355 24 388 40 79 451	 8 8	 40 191 230 87
t^
g1^
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Table 4. Continued
Township, Range and Section
Community T21S, R22E T225	 R22E
32 31 30	 19 33	 32	 29 28	 21	 20	 17 8	 7 6	 5% Cover
Cottonwood-
willow
<25 8
26-50 32 8 47 8	 32
51-75 16 32 40 24	 32 16	 24 16
>75
Mesquite
<25 63
26-50 63	 32 71 8	 16 32
51-75 150 111 79	 16 166	 16	 79 47	 16	 190	 24 16 24	 55
>75 8	 32	 8 8
Tamarisk
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Mixed Scrub
<25 40 32	 32 24	 16 16	 24	 32 24 24	 16
26-50
51-75
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50 142	 213 142 95 95
51-75 16 55 24 119 16	 63 47 24	 40
>75
Total 182 238 270 80 349	 48	 214 150	 16	 380
	 372 308 95 191 143
ii
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Table 4.
	 Continued
Township, Range and Section:
Community T23S R22E T24S R22E
% Cover 33 28 22 21 16 15 10 9 4	 3 20	 19 18 17 9 8 4 Total i
Cottonwood-
Willow
<25 16 8 160
26-50 8 16 16 16 287
51-75 24 8 8 24 8 16 32 40 16 24 8 632
>75 8 16 32
1,111
Mesquite
<25 8 14.3
26-50 16 8 24 16 71 24 24 2,602
51-75 8 40 24 55 24	 8 32 71 16 16 8 8 4,859
' >75 63
_ 3,596
11,200
Tamarisk
<25 0
26-50 336
_ 51-75 533
>75 p
869
Mixed Scrub
<25 16 32 32 32 24 47 8 32 16 16 32 40 2,713
26-50 40	
t51-75 8 8 16 8 40
>75 0
2,793
Sacaton Grass! !I
<25 0E
26-50 687
51-75 40 32 47 111 221 24 40 119 119 16 32 8 47 55 182 2,082
>75 0
2,769
Total 104 80 55 167 285 88 127 238 230	 8 8	 64 175 80 150 191 286 18,742
i4
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sSan Simon Creek Vegetation
Riparian communities along the main channel of the San Simon Creek
from Sc oman, Arizona to the New Mexico border are tabulated by acreage,
geographic location, and cover class in Table 5.
	
Vegetation was mapped at
. a scale of 1:25,000 and reduced to 1:12 5 ,000 for publication purposes
(Fig. 10a - 10d).
.:r.I Shrubby form mesquite dominated nearly 45 percent of the riparian veg-
etation aloe	 the main San Simon channel.	 No bos ues were mag	 q	 Aped along the
main channel.	 Saltcedar dominated about a fifth of the total riparian veg-
etation and occurred primarily on recently formed floodplains in the exposed
northern and central reaches of the channel. 	 Diversity of riparian vegeta-
tion is relatively low. 	 Upstream reaches of the channel were mapped as
mesquite.	 The Sacaton Grass Community was delineated in the San Simon
Cienega, and the Mixed grass-Scrub Community dominates about 2,000 acres
behind the San Simon fan drop structure. 	 About 1,000 acres of Saltbush
Community were mapped as riparian vegetation. 	 However, many acres of salt-
i... bush occurring near the main channel were not designated as riparian because f
`Y they were severely eroded and surface flow water does not contribute greatly
>`	 x to soil moisture recharge.
Pantano Wash-Cienega Creek Vegetation
Riparian communities along the main channel of Pantano Wash and Cienega
Creek were mapped at a scale of 1:125,000 (Figs. lla - lld).
	 Communities
are tabulated by acreage, geographic location and cover class in Table 6.
Mesquite was shrub-like along Pantano Wash, but formed bosques along
upper Cienega Creek where groundwater conditions became more favorable.
Most of the base channel and recently exposed floodplains occurring along
Pantano Wash and lower Cienega Creek were mapped as Mixed Scrub Communities.
a
Small saltcedar stands which could not be reliably delineated on the
1:125, 000 scale photography were also lumped into the Mixed Scrub Community.
Old terraces and floodplains along lower Pantano Wash (Tucson area) are
t
dominated by creosote bush and were not mapped as riparian vegetation.
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/y §	 Figure 10a. Riparian vegetation map of Section 4 of San S Win: re k from
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.north at its junction with the Gib River south an east for
^ \ out 1 miles. See Table a for Z g n4i Scale _ 1:125,000.
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Figure 10b. Riparian vegetation map of Section g of San Simon Creek..
See Table 3 for legend. Scale - 1:125,000.
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Figure 10c. Riparian vegetation map of Section C of San Simon Creek.
See Table 3 for legend. Scale - 1;125 ,000. 	 4
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^   ¢ .	 .	 Section E of San Simon Creek.
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Table 5. Acres of riparian communities along the San Simon Creek from 
Solomon, Arizona to the New Mexico border, tabulated by geographic 
location and cover class. 
Township, Range and Section 
Community T7S~ R26E T7S, R27E TSS, R27E 
% Cover 24 25 30 31 32 5 4 9 10 15 22 23 26 
Mesquite 
<25 84 38 26 44 8 56 2 50 
26-50 12 13 66 27 
51-75 17 11 
>75 
--', 
Tamarisk 
<25 9 28 27 
26-50 18 1 48 50 75 36 6 83 2 61 
51-75 5 10 11 1 4 
>75 
S aca ton Gras s 
<25 
26-50 
51-75 
>75 
Mixed Grass-
Scrub 
<25 
26-50 
51-75 
>75 
Saltbush 
<25 117 162 49 26 20 
26-50 
51-75 
>75 
Total 29 24 168 75 176 264 69 180 38 110 103 2 65 
40 
35 
6 
62 
11 
12 
91 
I 
\ 
, , 
, ; 
. ,~Jl 
Township, Range and Section
Community T9S, R27E T10S, R27E TIOS, R28E
2 11 14 13 24 25 36 1 6 7 18 17	 20 21% Cover
Mesquite
<25 4
26-50
51-75
>75
Tamarisk -
<25 4 29 13 4 17	 18 6
26-50 29 21 15 23 10 13 25 12 17
51-75 30 16 8 44 18 8 10 4 57 8 25
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25.
26-50
51-75
>75
Mixed Grass-
Scrub
<25
26-50
51-75
> 75
Saltbush
<25
26-50
51-75
> 75
Total T^3 37 8 59 45 47 36 1 4 1 61 33 12 34	 18 31
L
4:
d.
RT	 Table 5. ContinuedjEA -
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Table 5. Continued
Township, Range and Section
community
% Cover
T10S R28E T11S R28E' TITS	 R29E
28	 27	 . 34	 35	 36 2	 1 6	 7	 8	 9	 16	 15	 21 22
Mesquite.
<25
26-50 4
51-75 7,
>75
Tamarisk
<25
26-50 49 6 7	 7 4 21 1	 32	 20 45
51-75 9 13 38 3 2 24	 20 2 8 55
>75- 
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Mixed Grass-
Scrub
<25
26-50 14 1
51-75 127 52 23 74
>75
Saltbugh
<25 5 30 146
26-50 18 55
51-75
>75
Total 58 19 7	 59 11 4 21 1	 32	 22 24	 152 84 49 379
..fr
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Table 5. Conttaued
-;t
Township, Mange and Section
Commmmity TIISM 829E T12S R29E T125 R30E
23 .27	 26 25	 35 36 2	 1 11 12	 13 24 18 19 20 21-29Cover
Mesquite
<25 13 14 42 1
26-50 61 59 11 34 119 16	 2
51-75 4 23 8 14
>75
Tamarisk
<25
26-50 8 22	 51
51-75 8
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Mixed Grass-
Scrub
<25
26-50
51-75 22 85 330 4 319 23 224 47 38 191 198 2 127 14
>75
Saltbusb
<25 3
26-50 83
51-75
>75
Total 124 107 442 4 378 23 224 47 38 191 202 25 159 76 16.1 17	 2
1-'L1'
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Table 5. Continued
Township, Range and Section
Comunity . T:12S O..OE T13S R30E. T13S, R3:1E . T14S R31E
Cover "28 27 34 35 2 1 12 13 18 19 20 30	 29 32 5 4 9 10
Mesquite
4;25 27 5 25 41 11 54 83 35 4	 67 115 45 28 56 65
26-50 80 11 11 6 4 6 70
51-75 2 ii 19 11 1 17 26 71 1
x75
Tamarisk
<25
26-50
5.1-75
>75
Sacaton Grass.
<25
26-50
51-75 30
>75
Mixed Grass-
Scrub
<25
26-50
51-75 81
X75
Saltbush
<25 11 7 61 48 9 83	 2 6 49	 8 1	 30 15
26-50
51-75
>75
Total 120 23 108 19 1106 24 137	 2 189 84	 8 5	 97 1 :54 127 166
Y	 +.
^{ f
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77Table 5. Continued
Township, Range and Section
Community T14S R31E T14S R32E T15S, R31E
15	 14 23 24 19	 30 29	 32 31 5 4 9	 16 15 21 22Cover
Mesquite
<25 64	 3 21 197 58 167 18 141 54 82 89 101	 4 103 40
26-50 16 73 25 59 8 10 66 1 5	 8	 5 14 56
51-75 176	 30 27 13
>75
Tamarisk
<25
26-50
50-75
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25
26.50
51-75 7 20
>75
Mixed Grass-
Scrub
<25
26-50
51-75 9
>75
Saltbush
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Total 256	 33 121 222 58 233 18 169 19120 96 94 109
	 9 117 X96
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Table 5 Continued
}(i
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^	 j^
.	 .	 Total  :	
\ .
2,364
992
489 :0
3,845
155
880
452
0
1,487
0
95
235
0
330
0
96 s
1,909
0
2, 005
goo
156
0
0
1,056
8,723
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^
^^
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^	 }	 j
Township, Range and Section
Community	 T15S, R31
% Cover	 27 .26 34 35
Mesquite
<25	 132	 1 39	 1
26-50	 30	 4
51-75
>7 5
Tamarisk
<25
26-50
51-75
>7 5
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50	 61	 34
51-75	 78 100
>75
Mixed Grass-
Scrub
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Salthush
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Total	 223	 1 15.5 101
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Figure 11 a. Riparian vegetation map of Section A along Pantano Wash
4	 4. 4-U	 A	 . d- 1--
	
#t LI^tityti4-- nfrom north at. MAJ. to a ver sou
Road. See Table 3 for legend. Scale 1:125,000.
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Figure ll6. Riparian vegetation map of Section 8 of 9uutuoo Wash and Cieoega
Creek. See Table 3 for legend. Scale ~ 1:125,000'
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Table 6. Acres of riparian communities along the Pantano Wash and Cienega
Creek from Tucson, Arizona to Sonoita, Arizona, tabulated by
geographiclocation and cover class.
Township, Range and Section
community T13S R14E T145 R15L T15S R15k
% Cover 36 25 6 8	 17	 20 21	 28	 27	 34 35 36 1 2
Cottonwood-
willow
<25
26-50 8
51-75
>75
Mesquite
<25 55 24 40
26-50 8 32 71 16
51-75
>75
Mixed Scrub
<25 63 71 71	 71	 32 55	 40	 47	 71 63 8 79
26-50
51-75
>75
Eurrobrush
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Total 63 8 71 71	 71	 32 55	 40	 47	 79 150 32 190 16
f
ra j
y 51Y;
^^ 11
Township, Range and Section
Community T15S, R16E -- T16S-. R16E
6 7 8 17 18 19 20	 29 32 33 4	 9 10 15 14 22 23 24 25% Cover
Cottonwood-
willow
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Mesquite
45
26-50 8 134 47 47	 8 40 16 24 8
51-75 24 8
>75 8 24 55 16
Mixed Scrub
<25 8 16 40
26-50
51-75
>75
Burrobrush
<25 24 55 87 63 32 103 63	 8 79 47 32 32 24
26-50
51-75
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Total 132 189 47 24 87 63 32 103 63	 8 79 94 40 72 64 24 48 95 16
52
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Table 6. Continued
Township, Range and Section
Community T16S R1.7E T175..R17E T175 I R18E
19 30 29'28 33 34 35 1 2 12 6 7	 8 17 20 29 30 31% Cover
Cottonwood-
Willow
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Mesquite
<25 16 55 16 32
26-50 24 24 8 32	 8 40 16 8 16
51-75 24 16 16 32 95 16
>75 16 16 47 119 24 32 16 16
Mixed Scrub
<25 47 40 24 47 40 47 41 24 8 63	 8 55 32 24 8 40
26-50
51-75
>75
Burrobrush
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50
51-75 8 24
>75
Total 0 87 72 40 79 119 190 1190 56 32 16 150 16 55 88 88 16 72
53	 S
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Total
0
792
111
0
903
238
723
2,281
1,132.
4,374
1,392
0
0
4
1,392
649
0
0
0
649
0
0
641
0
641
7,959
r 'e
--^yy
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Table 6.	 Continued
Ems.
Township, F.ange and Section
Community T19S	 R179
% Cover 22 23	 2-6	 28	 29	 32 33	 34	 ;7-5	 s'
Cottonwood-
willow
<25
26-50 63	 8
51-75
>75
Mesquite
i. <25
26-50
51-75 292 190	 40	 356	 87 95	 8	 16>75
1
Mixed Scrub
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Burrobrush
i <25
26-50
51-75
>75
Sacaton Grass
<25
26-50
i	 51-75	 126	 32 166 24 158 40
>75
Total	 292 253 174 356 87 95 8 32 182 24 158 40
R	 `^
t
3
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Gila River Vegetation
Riparian communities along the upper Gila River were mapped at a scale
of 1: 31,680 and reduced to 1:125 , 000 for publication (Figs. 12s, - 12d).	 Data
are tabulated by acreage, geographic location and cover class in Table 7.
a I Mesquite dominated nearly 45 percent of the riparian vegetation. 	 Mature
f 1 stands were small in area, and were designated on the maps as mesquite associa-
tions with greater than 75 percent cover.	 The Cottonwood-Willow Communities
generally occur as small-isolated stands, with the largest .areas occurring near
Duncan, Arizona; however, young seedlings are absent in the uederstory and
z saltcedar is becoming established on these s ites.	 Riparian communities dom-
inating the current channel were mostly classifierd as channel with Mixed Scrub
l because of low vegetal cover. 	 The channel was often dominated by Burrobrush.
However, where vegetal cover was greater than along the current channel, Mixed
Scrub Communities were designated. 	 These communities occurred on recent
floodplaine where salteedar was prevalent. 	 Former "floodplaiiP farmland
destroyed in the 1972 flooding was invaded by saltcedar, Russian thistle and s'^
Johnson grass.	 These areas have the potential to be rea-averted to crop produc-
tion and were not mapped as natural riparian vegetation.
Automated-Computer Mal2ping
Vegetation along a 30-mile stretch of the Gila River (Fig. 13) was cowuter i
mapped in two sections, a lower and upper breach using NASA computer compatible
^ tapes for computer processing.	 Because the site	 in an aridP 	 P 	 P	 	 ,	 Pardon of the ^	 t
Sonoran Desert, receives an annual average rainfall of approximately four inches, `^}
the riparian vegetation in the area relies on agricultural tailwater runoff for (-.
its predominant water supply. 	 Dissected block mountains, intermontane plains C^
and bajadan, and alluvial surfaces are found in the area. 	 The intermontane _.
plains are dominated by creosote bush and white bursage; the bajada areas are
characterized by paloverde.
The site was chosen because of vegetative control established through
4
recent detailed riparian mapping produced from U.S. Corps of Engineers' color
infrared photography (Haase, 1972).
Digital data analysis was conducted in three major steps: 	 a) LANDSAT-1
image (Scene 1320-17390, 8 June 1973), scale 1:1,000,000, containing the study
area was overlain on an X-Y grid to determine corner coordinate (scanline)
numbers which allowed computer processing of the small study area; b) a digital }
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Figure 12a. Riparian vegetation of Section A of the upper Gila River
from Solomon, Arizona eastward for approximately 12 miles.
See 'Cable 3 for legend. Scale - 1:125,000.
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Figure 12b. Riparian vegetation of section B of the upper Gila River.
See Table 3 for legend. Scale - 1:125,000.
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Figure 12c. Riparian_ vegetation of Section C of
the upper Gila River.
	 See Table 3
t
for legend.	 Scale - 1:125,000.
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3Figure 12d. Riparian vegetation of Section D
of the upper Gila River. See Table
3 for legend. Scale - 1:125,000.w	
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Table 7. Acres of riparian communities along the upper Gila River from
Solomon, Arizona to the New Mexico border, tabulated by geographic
location and cover class.
Township, Range and Section
Community T% R30E T5S R29E T6S R29L
% Cover 35	 34 33 32 31 30 35 25 26 27 2.8 29 22 21 30 31 6	 7
Cottonwood-
willow
< 25 1 4 1
26-50 4 1
51-75
>75
Mesquite
<25 4	 3 20 9 12 6 3
26-50 6 19 16 20 10 34 3 4 9 6 7
51-75 22 10 4 13 3 12 35 10 13	 3 7 20 1
>75 7 29 4 23 6 22 32 23 1 25 4 19 13 12
Tamarisk
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Channel with
Mixed Scrub
<25 9 10 15 30 6 6 25 39 23 12 20	 1 10 22 39 13	 4
26-50
51-75
>75
Seepwillow-
Broom
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Mixed Scrub
<25
26-50 10 4 4 7 4 3 1 4 4 3 3 3 12 4
51-75
>75
Saltbush
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Total 4	 57 92 43 102 13 15 83 152 69 19 67	 4 14 60 90 37	 4
r
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Table 7. Continued
Township, Range and Section
T6S, T7S.4 VS,
Comuni .ty T6S . R28E R27E R289 T75 R27E R26E
* 29 32 31 36 35 6 1 2 3 10 9 8 17 18 7 13	 12% Cover
Cottonwood-
willow
<25
26-50 3 12
51-75
>75
Mesquite
<25 3 13
26-50 97 3 3 4 10	 3 12 27 52 16 3 3 1 15 77
51-75 112 10 3 1 1 17 3 10 3 4 10
>75 45 41 1 1
Tamarisk
<25 12 12 15 3 20 9 17 6
26-50 3	 4 57 6 4 10 80 88 9	 9
51-75 1 7
>75
Channel with
Mixed Scrub
<25 190 30 4 25 20 25 12 12 25 30 7 29 6 29 22 16	 12
26-50
51-75
>75
Seepwillow-
Broom
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Mixed Scrub
<25
26-50 74 9 1
51-75
>75
Saltbush
<25 58 133
26-50
51-75
>75
Total 521 93 9 35 r45 32 39 110 296 70 13 63 22 118 129 19 38	 1,08
*Unsu :rveyed
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Table 7. ContinuedI	
rI
I Township, Range and Section
VS,
Community RUE T6S R31E T6S ..R30E T7S . R31E.
14 11 32 29 30 19 18 17 7 5 1 2. 3 4 S 34 33 28 27 21 16% Cover
Cottonwood-
Willow
<25 9 4 4 3
26-50 1 3
51-75
>75
Mesquite
<25 9 3 7 29 41 7
26-50 1	 4 23 34 6 6 17 4 3 3 13 22 53
51-75 1 12 4 7 25 25	 6 86 1 26 33 1 7 6 10
>75 1 13 9 3 13	 3 1 1.6 39 13 3
Tamarisk
<25 9 3 6 25
26-50 9 1
51-75
>75
Channel with
Mixed Scrub
<25 4 19 16 17 25 25	 3 36 6 25 28 16 23 9 10 12	 3 20 23
26.50
51-75
>75
Seepwillow-
Broom
<25
26-.50
51-75
>75
Mixed Scrub
<25 4
26-50 3 3 26 25 1 25 6 3 1 15 38
51-75 6 20
> 75
Sa ltbush
<25
26-50
51-75
>75
Total 3	 8 74 32 24 87 132 12 181 21 138 151 50 34 3 9 26 18	 3 89 127
Y
i
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Table 7. Continued
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Township, Range and Section
T9S,
Community	 T75 R31E	 TSS R32E	 T8S, R31E	 R32E
% Cover 9 8 5 4 34 33 28 29 20 19 18 7 12 13 14 11 2 3 4 3
Cottonwood-
Willow
	 Total
<25
	
1 7 12 4 6	 25 30 10 1 19	 141
	
12	 7 13 7 35.
	 26	 12426-50
51-75
	
0
>75
	
0
365Mesquite
<25
	
169
	
19 22	 12	 9 23
	 73426-50
51-75
	
54	 3	 6	 6 3 . 3 9	 661
>75
	
6	 7	 4	 439
Tamarisk 2003
<25 1 1 3	 1	 3 1 4 151
26-50 4 10	 7 16	 4 321
51-75 8
>75 0
Channel with 480
Mixed Scrub
<25 7 13	 28	 4 16 10 13	 9	 7 12	 13 12	 4 16	 3 19 1 1285
26-50 0
51-75 0
>75 0
Seepwillow- 1285
Broom
<25 0
26-50 12 19 31
51-75 0
>7 5 0
31
Mixed Scrub
<25 6 10
2.6-50 6 23	 2.0 15 360
51-75 26
>75 0
396
Saltbush
<2 5 191
26-50 0
51-75 0
>75 0
Total
	
13 5.5 131 20133 54 24 39 20 48 100 101 1 60 32 61 6 31 214 1 4651
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Figure 13. Study area for automated computer mapping on the lower Gila River.
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grey shade rendition of each of the four LANDSAT - 1 MSS bands was produced for
the study area. The computer program, called PICTOUT., classifies the 255 grey
shades detected by LANDSAT-1 into a range of values. The four -channel printout
is used to provide training field coordinates for CALSCAN, the University of
Arizona version of the Purdue Laboratory for Application of Remote Sensing
(LARS) statistical pattern recognition program; and c) training sets were chosen,
inserted into CALSCAN, and the program performed four major user functions:
statistics generation (STAT), class separation (SELECT), image classification
(CLASSIFY) and map display (DISPLAY).
STAT performs statistical analysis on the specified training fields. The
following data are generated using the relative radiance (brightness) values
recorded pixel by pixel for a homogeneous vegetation community. mean, standard
deviation, covariance matrix, correlation matrix, histogram, and spectrogram.
The mean refers to the average relative radiance for each of the four
spectral bands within each training field.
The standard deviation for the mean for all training fields and classes is
calculated, as is the covariance and correlations matrices between the four
j	 LANDSAT channels for each training field.
The histogram is a plot of relative radiance versus the number of pixels
with a given relative radiance for all training fields of a given vegetation
type.
The spectogram. is a plot of channel number versus mean reflective radiance
± one standard deviation for each vegetative type.
SELECT analyzes the output from STAT to deter mine which combination of
LANDSAT spectral bands offers the best separability (correct classification
potential) for all vegetative classes. CLASSIFY takes the training field output
from STAT and classifies each pixel corresponding to one of the training classes
supplied by the user. DISPLAY then processes the map produced by CLASSIFY and
prints out the results in the form of a digital grey shade product at an approx-
imate scale of 1:2+,000.
The natural vegetation of the study area had previously been separated into
six communities and two cover categories of less - than and greater-than 50 percent
(Haase, 1972). For the computer analysis only four communities were classified:
1) creosote bush-mesquite, 2) tamarisk-arrowweed, 31 seepweed -pickleweed and
0 mesquite. No attempt was made to identify cover differences. The cattail
coameunity which represented only 23 of 2581 total acres mapped was not considered
55
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A	 a mapping unit, and saltbush did not occur in the lower 15-mile stretch. One
additional natural class, bare rock, and four agricultural-use classes were
added to the four natural communities to complete the nine-category classifi-c
ation. scheme.
Training sets within each of the four communities were defined on Haase's
vegetation map (Fig. 14) of the study site (1:24,000) and on 9- x 9-inch
NASA high-altitude color infrared transparencies (1:120,000, Flight 73-016,
9 February 1972). The location of each training set was then located on.the
PICTOUT. grey shades so the coordinates of the training fields could be accur-
_j^	 ately determined for CALSCAN processing. Because the riparian communities
j^	 varied in size and tended to integrate into adjacent communities, the training
sets varied in size and thus in number of pixels.
Figure 15 is the computer map of the lower 15-mile stretch and encompasses
the training field areas used in the computer classification. Each .riparian
community, agricultural class, and bare rock is shown by a unique computer
symbol which denotes the classification given to each pixel (i.e., creosote
bush mesquite .; tamarisk-arrowweed -; seepweed -pickleweed +; and mesquite
The mapped floodplain averages 1,350 to 2,800 ft in width and is delineated
from the adjacent alluvial surfaces, intermontane bajadas, and dissected
block mountains by the - symbol also corresponding to the seepweed-arrowweed
community. Riparian communities tended to intergrade and there was also a
tendency for the creosote bush-mesquite community to occur on the nonriparisn
bajadas which accounts for some intermixing of computer symbols. Low-level
_	 flights over the study area confirmed the continuum distribution of some
riparian species; but community boundaries could generally be delineated.
i ^•
Riparian vegetation can be readily distinguished from agricultural areas.
The abrupt transition between cultivated fields and natural plant communities
r	 facilitates this separation.
i7
Two additional training sets were established in the upper reach before
training sets derived in the lower reach were used by the computer to generate
a map of the upper 15-mile reach. A Saltbush Community which did not occur
in the lower stretch, and a natural area (bajada) were added to facilitate
.	 the computer classification.
A classification summary by training class for the lower reach and a
summary which combines the lower and upper reach is shown in Table 8. The
LI
percentage correct refers to the actual percentage of each training field
subsequently classified into a given class by CALSCAN. An overall performance
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Vegetation	 Description:
Typha 8t Open Water
Tomarix-Pluchea (TAPL)
Prosopis (PR)
Suaeda-AIIenraIfea (SUAL)
Atriplex (AT)
Larrea-Prosopis(I_APR)_
Essentially No Vegetation
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Figure 14. Floodplain vegetation along the Lower Gila River was mapped by Haase (1972) and? his map
was used as a vegetative control in the present study.
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Figure 15. Computer generated vegetation map for lower reach of the Gila Ri;;er.
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Table 8. Classification summary by training clas nes far lower reach, and
combined fcr laser and upper reaches of Gila River study area.
Number. of
5ameles_ W^a in Tranix^ I^ieds Percentage Correct
Ciaee Lbaer Laiwer and Ubper Y,awer rover .and ilQper
creosote^meaquite 239 239 92'.9 33.9
saltcellar-arrowweed 100 100 ^	 89.0 89.0
seepweek-pickleweed 5"0 50 90.0 84.0
mesquite 15 15 x00.0 100.0
agricu^iture l 213 213 97.7 97,T
agriculture 2 165 165 °8.2 99.4
agriculture 3 42 42 100.0 100.0
agriculture 4 30 30 100..0 100.0
bare rack 508 S08 99.8 99..8
bajada la3 100..0
saltbush 64 39.1
of 96.9 percent was generated using a CALSCAN option, which r-ec^:aesifies pfxe^s
on the basis of nine surraund'ing points, to produce a more homoge^aeous class ifi-
cation. Overall perforarance can be defined as the sum of the products of
columns two and three above, divide: by the sum of coluam two. The miscellaneous
agricultural classifcatioas were used to aid the separation of riparian cam-
npeuteities from uonriparian vegetation.
An overall performaace of 85 .3 percent was generated fox the upper reach
using the CALSCAN reclassify option. Data is Table 8 oan be used to explain the
drop in ovexall performance Pram 96.9 perce^at ^0 65 . 3 percent between the lower.
and upper 1S-mile reaches. The creosote mesquitg training field declined 59
percent to a-low of 33.9 percent correctly claeeified, This decline is a*tribe-
tell to the ntraductian of saltbudh as anew vegetation coamunity in the upper
reach with spectral characteristics similar to tt►e creosote-mesquite coaaunity.
Eighty-one pixels (33.9 percent) is a training - field of 239 pixels were cgrrect
-ly identified as c^reoaote-^eequite, with 42..7 percent ar 102 pixels- being
c).aseified as saltbueh end 23.4 percent o; 56 pixels falling into the other
classifc .atian (Table 8).
Areal extent of each ripa^cian community occurring in the upper reach was
tabulated (able 9) for: 1) Haeee's map (Fig. 14), 2) the CAtSCAN map (Fig. 15)
and 3) the visibly-recognisable floodpiain on the CALSCAN map. Total
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Figure 16, Computer generated vegetakzon map for upper reach of the Gila River.
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floadplan acreage that was out],ned (by human eye and pencil) on the computer
map compared well w^.th Haase's estimate of total floodplain acreage, 3,.682
versus 3,838 aces, respectitrely (Table 9). However, large discrepancies
Table 4. - Areal extent of vegetation communities alaag upper r^sach of the Gila
&fiver as shown by three methods. 	 _
Ca^mputer
Corao^ur►ity	 Haase's	 Map	 Classified Map	 F}.00dplain Qnly
creosote mesquite	 2fi7	 4824	 1fi23
saltcedar^arrawweed 	 2386	 1$35	 1679
seepweed-pickleweed 284 1875 190
cm^squite 590 1092 l83
ealtbush 3.11 1722 7
Total 3838. 11348 9682
occur when acreage estimates from the computer map are csatched with respective
camwunf:ties on Haase's map (Tab]:e 9). The creosote bush^meequite cc^rnunity was
the most difficult for the computer to delineate. Apparently the spectral
response of the riparian and nonriparian ccmc^inities on the study area is not
consistently distinguishable. Similar phenalogy and lifeform between riparian
and nonriparian species, and failure to use-cover differeacee as criteria in
establishing Lraining seta may explain why spectral responses appeared inseparable.
Much of the discrepancy in vegetation estimates may be due to geology, land
dorms and.surficial deposits. The University of Arizona, Office of Arid Lands
Studies (1970) described the Lower Gila watershed as consisting of dissected
block mountains (Mesozoic granite, gneiss, and other metanmorphics) dominated
by tertiary volcanics and sedicriente, Pleistocene laves, fans, river terrace
deposits and playa sediments. Their sediment samples from the aggradating
ephemeral river channel also reflect tremendous variability. Quartz, feldspar,
mica, heavy minerals and minor amounts of volcanic fragments made up the sand
fraction of the samples.
This initial investigation suggests that a:ll site characteristics should be
evaluated `before training sets derived in one area are used in another area,
The possibility of using "standardized training seta" to computer clap riparian
comucunities appears unlikely because repariaa species are often similar in life-
fot^a, phenoiogy, and are difficult to delineate. In addition, delineations
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betweem riparian. and namrparian communities often lack reliability. There-
fore, further research is needed before aukomated computers can be used tq
map riparian communities.
EXISTING VEGETAT30N MAPS
Vegetation maps of Arizona are characterized by their variability in.
aCCUracy and. scale of the map, idemtif; ^.caL• aon and classification of plant
eommuniti,es, agency responsible for the map, and thus, in their inherent
value for displaying riparian infox^ation.
Kuchler (1967) believes aptm►em scale varies with the purpose of the
map amd the skill of the author im orga.nizing the. map content.. Because of
the continuum nature of riparian vegetation and the occurrence of mosaics
within a vegetation type, it is often physically ixaposaible or impractical
to delineate riparian comtr^unities on sma11-scale vegetation maps. Thus,
large-sc^1e maps of small areas are often necessary to display riparian
information. However, some of . the small-scale vegetation maps of Arizona
merit .discuss ion,
The department 9f Mange Ecology, University of^ Arizona., caope^rating
with the U.S. Forest Serrtice and the U.5. Soi1 Conservation Service mapped
the natural vegetation of Arizona into 10 cover Cypes at a scale of
1:Z,217,b00 (Nichol, 1952). This published map shows the mesquite-.saltbush
type occupying large areas along the San Pedro, Santa Crux and Gila River
bottomlands.
.Nine principal vegetation types in Cochise County were distinguished
and mapped in-the early 1940's (Darrow, 1944). Da^rrow ' s published map
(sca]:e 1:443,500) delineates some riparian communities and describes the
occurrence of saeaton ., tobasa and mesquite along bottamlands; respective
acreages of each are summarized.
Mesquite bosque ie the potentiai natural vegetation of the Phoenix area
when lifeforsns and taxa are used to separate unite of vegetation (Kuchler,
1964). Kuchler ' s sma11-scale map (1;3,16 .8,000) includes the San Simon ar ►d
Sam Pedro drainages in the creosote bush-tarbush types.
Aabinson ( 1965) diagrammed saltcedar gecurrenee along streams, reser-
^^oira, lakes. end playas an a small -scale ( 1:7,500,000) map a€ the western
Unita^i States. He tabulated more than 904,OU0 acres of aaktcedar in the
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western states, with I18,000 acres in Arizona. It is of interest that he shows
salrcedar occurring in much of the bottomland along the San Pedro, San Simoa and
Gila Rivers.
The most complete estimate of areal extent of phrea.tophytes and hydrophytes
in Arizona appears in Rabinson `s (unpublished) report. Phreatophyte growth in
Arizona was reported along the main stem and miaor tributaries of the Colorado
River and in the Gila-Sala River basin { 'Table 10). Mesquite and paloverde
covered 43 percent, salteedar 38 percent, and arrowweed and baccharis 12 percent
of the 280,000 -acre area. Although his assembled data are probably the best
statewide estimate, the priu^ary weakness is related to the number of data
sources and an inadequate standard ization of vegetation recognition and mapping
techniques.
A vegeta -five study covering 90,328 , 000 acres in the Lower Colorado Region
classified riparian vegetation into a single riparian type without any separation
of epee ies (Lower Colorado Region State-Federal Interagency Group for the Pacific
Southwest Interagency Committee, 1971). This Interagency Group tabulated vege-
tation occurring in blocks larger than 1,000 acres and the total estimate of
I06,000 acres is lower than that of Robinson. The Salt, San Francisco and Gila
itivera as well as Tonto Creek are centers of riparian vegetation on the Inter-
agency Group map {1 : 3,158,000).
Thirteen natural vegetative communities are delineated on Srawn`s (1973}
vegetation map of Arizona; however, riparian communities were omitted. The
Arizona Reourr.^r Information System published the map at a.aeale of 1;500,000.
Riparian eomaainities were also omitted from a vegetative cover map prepared
for four counties in Southeastern Arizona {Coronado Resource Conservation and
Development Council, 1973). Their report includes a map (scale 1:1,000,000)
delineating five major vegetation types: coniferous forest, wood -grassland,
chaparral, desert grassland and de .aert shrub.
The Arizona State Land Department personnel surveyed private, Bureau of
Land Management and state leads far potential rural land use, development, and
proteeti.on needs (Sayers, 1974). Natural vegetation was mapped as described by
Kuchler (1954) and acreages of the respective vegetation types are tabulated by
county. Some estimates of riparian communities are higher than^estitnatea appear
ing in other studies. For exautple, Sayers ( 1974) reports mesquite bosques cover
780,509 acres of state, private, and Bureau of Land Management land in Cochiae
County. The Interpretation of mesquite bosque use $ differs from the definition
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Table I0. I,ocatian and acreage of phreatophytes and hydrophytes in Arizona (from unpublished repart by
T.W. Robinson}.
Saltcedar Mesquite Willow Arrowweed Phreata-	 Unknown
and and and and phytic
Area Saltbush Paloverde Cottarewood Bacct^.aris grasses motel
and Tuley
COLORADO RIVER DRAINAGE
Main stem-Davie Dam to Inter-
national Boundary 38,000 33,500 100 31,I00 8,300 121,000
Tittle Colorado River Basin 10,000 5,000 5,000 20,000
Virgin River and Kanab Greek
Basins 1,000 1,000 2,000
Bill Williams River Basin at
Alamo 200 200
Big Sandy Wash below Cane Springs 3,000 I,50Q 1,000 S00 6,000
Calerado River-ma.in stem Total 52,200 40,000 100 32,100 8,300	 6,500 139,200
GILA RIVER BASIN
Duncan Valley 1,800 I,800
Cactus Flat-Artesia axes 300 300
Safford Valley 3,200 600 500 1,100 1,200 6,600
San Carlos Indian Reservation
area 5,600 3,.400 200 9,200
San Carlos River Valley, San
Garios to San Carlos Reservoir 1,4ee 1,000 2,400
Coolidge Dam to San Pedro River I00 1,000 1,100
San Pedro River Valley 2,500 2.0,300 800 23,600
Confluence San Pedro to Buttes
Dam site 1,400 I,600 100 3,100
Sacaton to confluence with Salt
River 6,000 5,000 11,000
__ .,,
__ ^. --- ^,.
_--.W^^ _._^..,e.^ry^._^....,^..,.,...,^.^_,,.a..^_.,,..^.,^,..m....,, vr....w.,___._ . ,_	
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Table 10. Gcntinued	 ^.'t
^:`
- -
Saltcedar Mesquite Willow Arrowweed Phreato- Uaknown
n and :end and and phytic
^^
^; Area Saltbush Paloverde Cottonwood Baccharis grasses Total
^. and Tulas
^:
^.,^
Confluence with Salt River to
^' Gilliapie Dam 8,000 2,000 100 10,100	 ^`
^' Gillispie Dam to Painted Rock Dam 5,6U0 `,000 10,600
^^ ^	 {.
p Painted Rack Dam to Texas Hill 5,000 1,000 6,000	 ^
Texas Hill to Dome 6,000 800 6,800	 ^
^,'r Hassayampa and Agua Fria River
^: VaLleys 2,000 2,000 1,000 S,OOD	 i'_
J•:
Palomas Plain L,50U 1s2UU 200 2.00 3,100
m'
t^'
Gila River Basin Total 48,30U 4b,000 2,700 1,400 2,300 100,700
;"	 SALT RIVER $AS IN
Verde River, Bartlett Dam to °'
^^ rn	 confluence with Salt River 18,000 28,000
Confluence with Verde River to Tempe	 1,000 5,,000 2 00.0 8.00.0
Salt River Basin Total 1,004 23,000 2,000 26,000	 ''
f^,.
''^ MINOR DRA IN:'.:;E BAS INS
{br ^.
-;;
^ Picacho Reservoir 1,000 400 1,400
^":	 ^ Udall Reservoir-Carrizo Greek 200 200
^:
^' Saata Rasa Wash-Pinal County 1,700 b00	 300 2,600
Douglas Basin 4,500 4,500
x Willcox Basin 5,000 5,000
s;
Minor Drainage Areas Total ^	 1,200 11,600 bOD	 300 13,700	 ,'
^.
^{ State Tota.I 102,700 124,b00	 2,800 34,100	 8,600	 10,$00 279,600
_	 _ r
.x.^
r^
`^	 used by other agencies. On a statewide basis, Sayers (1974) estimated
^^
1,407,5f?4 acres of mesquite bosquea occur, and an additional 46,697 acres of
i	 mesquite-cottonwood vegetation type occur on private, state, and Bureau of
Land Management land,
^^.	 ,.
^^ Vegetation maps far the Phoenix-Tucson corridor are available in the U.S.
6	 i.^ Geological Survey Resource and Land Information (BALI) series at the 1;250,000
_ scale (Turner, 1974).	 Riparian vegetation growing along perennial and ephem-
^s^ eral streams, and where groundwater levels are high w^^•e not separated by taxa
ox cover class, but were lumped into r.he "becidu,^ua Riparian Forest" category.
^	 ^ Cottonwood occurrence and density in Arizona were graphically displayed
by sunsnarizing input from 11 government agencies (Barger and Ffol .liott, 1971),
^^ Mayor concentrations of cottonwood occurred i.n the Verde, Little Colorado
'.^ and Gila River drainages.
:^^ Vegetation maps dated 1914, 1937, 1944 and '..964, and studies by the U.S.
-^ Geological Survey along a 15-mile stretch of the Upper Gila River provide a
quantitative record of changes during a 50-year period (Turner, 1974).	 Prob-
_^ ably the most marked vegetation ehangP has been saltceda r replacing such
native species as seepwillow and cottonwood.
	
Maps (scale 1 : 2x,160} of the
,i
riparian coum^xnities for each of the mapping dates appear with Turner's
..^
publications.
Distribution of valley floor vegetation in the 30-mile Tres Alamos-
`° Redington reach of the San Pedro Valley was mainly affected by drainage area,
geology, and f'ow region (Zimmerman, 1969).
	 He mapped the distribution of
.. 11 riparian species in the 75 .0-square-mile study area at a scale of 1,250,000.
5altcedar was the primary species growing within the entrenched channel, and
^^ covered 450 acres of bot .tomland.
Phreatophyte density on the Gila River and its tributaries above Safford
Valley was mapped in 1963 by the Bureau of Reclamation (George, 1964).	 A
sum¢^ary of findings is given below:
Average	 Averag
:. Area	 Height {ft.)	 Density (%)	 Acres
San Pedro	 13	 64	 23,614 (ma.inly mesquite)
tapper Gi.1a River 	 50	 65	 1,537_ ;.,nainly cottonwood)
San Francisco
	 50	 65	 15	 (mainly cottonwood)
These data were included in Robinson's (unpublished} report. Only areas with
tyre than 25% crown density were mapped on aerial photographs (scale 1:7,920).
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The Bureau ' s study was updated in 1969 to show agricultural conversions; however,
maps were never constructed and the photographs are filed at the U.S. Bureau
of Reclamation Office in Phoenix (Mel Persons, Personal Communication, 1974).
Arizona Game and Fish Department personnel surveyed 26 million scree in
Southern Arizona and foexnd only 70,440 acres of suitable white -wing dove habitat
(Wiga7,, 1573). Suitable habitat was def-fined as thicket-forming vegetation with
25^ or greater crown coverage and with trees averaging at least LO ft. in height.
The habitat maps have not been published and are maintained in the Arizona Game
and Fish Departu^e^st files.
Vegetation alone Che Lower Giia River floodplain has been mapped (Univer-
sity of Arizona, Office of Arid Lands Studies, 1974; Haase, 1972). The authors
used field studies and a literature review to develop a classification scheme
of seven communities:
1) Cattail-Marsh
2) Salt Cedar-Arrowweed
3) Big Saltbush
4) Mesquite
5) Mixed Saltbush
6) Seepweek-Pickleweed
7) Creosote bush-Mesquite
The distribution of the communities is shown in Fig. 14 and served as the basis
of comparison far the previously described computer mapping. Haase lumped the
Big Saltbush and Mixe^3 Saltbush Communities into ono cou^nunity and thus recog-
nized six vegetative communities fox mapping. His map shows the flondplain
vegetation between Gi.Ia Siphon and Texas Hill, at a scale of 1 ; 24,404, and is
available for use in the Map Library, Main Library, University of Arizona.
Floodplain vegetation on Che Gila River was mapped for 3fi river miles from
Gillespie Dam to the confluence of the Salt and Gila Rivera using NASA high-
altitude color and color infrared transparencies (Haase, T973}. Land use in
the study area and four flaodplain communities (mesquite, saltbusti, salt cedar
and cattail) were mapped at a scale of 1:81+,484. MapP and tabular data appear
in Haase's report submitted to the U.S. Army Carps ^^f Bngineers,
Saltcedar and arrowweed dominated over 144,4 .10 scree along the Lower Colo-
rado River when it was mapped by the Bureau of Reclamation (Pacific Southwest
Interagency Camaittee, 1958). Scientists from Arizona State University are
presently studying and remapping Chia area. Vegetation and soil maps from Davis
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^^^	 Dam to the Mexican Barden have been constructed at a scale of 1:2[x,000 (I3ancy 	 .
._.;
Stamp, pepartment of Zoology, Arixana State University, personal communication,
'S	 1974). Vegetation is classified into nine communities and cover is separated
^`^	 into five classes.
;^	 The U.5. Geological Survey is eurrentl.y mapping vegetation along 993
'-.^
	
	
miles of riparian channels (Beaver, Tonto, San Francisco, etc., drainages) in
Narth-central Arizona (Tom Anderson, U.S. Geological Survey, personal com-
;
	
	
municatian, 1974). Riparian vegetation is being delineated into seven classes
on aerial photographs (scale 1:1.3,000). The purpose of this study is to esti-
a	 mate evapotranspiration from the riparian zones and plans to publish the maps 	 r
da not exist at this time.
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE AND RECE[^T C^-[ANDES OF RIPARrAN HABITATS
Recent mayor changes in Arizona ` s riparian environment have been docu-
P
:^ mented (Miller, 1961.	 Minckley (19b5} reported that squawfish (PC cho-
cheilus lucius Girard), a large native minnow sometimes weighing 1.00 lbs. ^	 3!
f
and reaching a length of six ft. was an important constituent in Indian fish- ..?
ing operations along the Lower Gila River. 	 As late as 1911, farmers in the.
Yuma axes were taking this fish from irrigation canals to be used as fertil- :j
_
izer an farmland 	 (Minc?cley, 1965).	 In 1849, mountain lions were repented in
{	 ^ dense cottonwood and willow grown ► along the lower Gila River (Davis, 1973).
`: In the middle 1800's, parts of the San Pedro River were marked by
channelization and "other parts flowed slowly through grassy marshes, flush
^: .- with its banks, often flooding extensiv4ly behind beaver dams" (Davis, 1973).
^The exact role of beavers has not been documented; howe^ ►er, Davis felt the
^
,.
pools created by their dams were partly responsible for the marshy condi-
tuns.	 Beaver were apparently numerous because 3ames 0. Pattie and his
trapping company took over 200 beaver	 from the San Pedro River during March,
1826 (t^asi:ings,	 1959; Davis,	 1973; and Gavin,	 1973).	 As late as 1859, griz-
^, zly bears were still abundant in riparian woodland along the San Pedrn
^• (Davis, 1973) and during Tombstone's glory days, the large humpback sucker
`* (^rauchen texanus Abbott) was caught in the San Pedro and sold commercially
^• in Tombs ►:one (Hinckley, 1965).
^	 _. A gradual shift from more mesic to a more xeric condition alcr^g the San
Pedro River can also by inferred frarn Has t ing's (1959 ) review of the m^:laria
t
problem..	 According to military records, 215 men were stationed at Camp Grant
-^
^
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(junction of Aravaipa and San Pedro) during 1827, and each averaged about nine 	 {
hospitalizations { over 1700 cases) for malaria.	 ^- ^
Historical accounts of the San Simon Valley attest to lush grasses, abundant
wildlife, numerous springs and cienegas lined with willows, ands nearly marshy 	 ft	 ^"
^
	
	
condition during the 18$0's (J'ordan and Maynard, 1970; and Davis, 1973). 	 .M
Hastings { 1959) xepoxted that the "San Simon Creek seems to have been more in-
termittent than the Santa Cruz and the San Pedro" but he also felt it flawed 	
^j,
through ari unehanneled, almost imperceptible bed.. He feels that the San Simon	 _`.
Cienega, located in the upper reaches of San Simon Creek, is fairly represents- 	 `-
tive of former marshy areas, and i .ta existence is attributed to a dam constructed 	 ^
'^ +	 below the Cienega which checked the headword channeling of the Creek.
Vegetation changes in the southwestern grasslands and possible causes for
it were discussed by Humphrey {1958), Ftastinga (1863), Hastings and Turner
(1965), ^iuffington and Herbel (1965) and York and Dick-Peddie (1869}. generally,
the last 100 years have seen: 1) the steady decline in abundance of grass;
2} a marked increase in shrubs on the desert plains and foothills; and 3) initia-
tion of channel-cutting on all main rivers with subsequent head-cutting through
many acres of grassland.
Although exact causes of the vegetation and landscape changes are not fully
understood, three principal causes have been hypothesized: biological, climatic
and geologic (Hastings, 1863; and Hastings and Turner, 1965). Hastings {1959)
reported that geological and climatic explanations era advocated by individuals	 ;
who are primarily dissatisfied with the overgrazing hypothesis. He cites studies
by Bryan (1925) which indicated there have been several erosion cycles in the
Southwest, with the next most recent one occurring about 600 years ago. However,
Morrison (1972) interpreted geologic and arch^^ologic data differPUtly and believes
the larger streams in Southeastern Arizona were stable in their main tributaries
far some four millenia, broken only by several brief and minor erosional epi-
sades. From Bryan's theory, one can p -gue that if channel cutting occurred in	 ^,
pre-Golumbian times, factors other than livestock grazing untst be responsible.
Hastings and Turner (1865) have introduced another salient paint, the initiation
of channel cutting and the introduction of large-scale livestock grazing do not
necessarily correlate, Large-scale cattle raising began in Sonora around 1680,
ye,_ no significant vegetation changes or arroyo cutting were observed until about
	 ^ti^
1880. Th^:y also report a substantial development of ranching in parts of South-
Y .,
eastern Arizona. during the 1820's and 1830'x, yet no erosional problems developed 	 ^F
^Tn
until around 1880. 	 '^
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Proponents of the biological explanation believe that overgrazing dis- ^
.,
rupted a delicate ecosystem by causing vegetative deterioration which altered
^^ the hydrologic cycle (Antevs, 1452}.	 Infiltration way reduced, runoff in- '
'^" creased, and higher flood crests with greater erosive powers resulted ,`:^
'^:
^^ (Phillips, Marshall, and Monson, 1964). 	 Alt'^ough Phillips et al. (1964) do
'-^ not present data to document their explanation, Dobson (1973) presented data
which suggests grazing caused vegetative changes on a previously ungrazed
^^ riparian site.	 Livestock grazing removed Fhalaris arundinaeea, a rhizome- ^
sous pioneer species, and made the site more susceptible to erosion. 	 After ^	 ^`
^ ^
four years of grazing, 43 new species, mnstly ephemeral weeds, had invaded
,.^
and Dobson felt ^regetative complexity and diversity had increased. >
^^ Hastings (19.59) reports an interesting relationship between dates of
`^^ channel cutting and growth of the .livestock industry in three Arixrna counties
'. {Cochise, p ima and Graham).	 His literature review found no evidence of an ,,
•^^ anomaly in the hydrologic cycle during 1883 when cattle numbered 68,000. ^.
However, when cattle numbered 156,000 in 1886, unwarranted flooding occurred. y
and extensive channel cutting was observed in 1890 when cattle numbers reached `
^.
253,000.
	
,s	
Duce ( 1918) was unable to find old terraces aid thus assumed arroyos were
noncyclie and that arroyos developed in Southern Colorado contemporaneously
with ranching. He wrote that cattle increased the rates of runoff and erosion
	
^^	 by destroying vegetation, eotapacting the soil, and forming channels for the
	
'	 passage of water. Therefore, the balanced farces of erosion were disturbed;.
	
^•	 and canyon bottoms were no longer planes of equilibrium. Cottam and Stewart
	
^-	 (1940} similarly felt they had adequate data to link execs -sine livestock
graz^.ng and vegetative destruction with subsequent channel cutting and meadow
desiccation in Sourhwestern i^tah.
	=	 Recently there has been general agreement that overgrazing and climate
were both imporGaut and contributing factors to channel cutting and vegeta-
tional changes in the Southwest (Hastings, 15 =^9; Leopold, 1951; Antevs, 1952;
Hastings and Turner, 1965; and Morrison, 1972). Hastings ( 195.9) summarizes
	
^^	 the "trigger -pull" theory which states that long -term erosional trends were
in existence by 18$0, and the "taming of the cattle merely serve as the
trigger-pull that set off an already loaded weapon." Nevertheless, pericds
of channel cutting, with subsequent periods of lateral cutting re-creating
.	 conditions of equilibrium, have always been a part of the normal history of
	 ^^
	
?i	 desert streamwaya (Shreve and Wiggins, 1964).
a
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When discussion centers 8A riparian environment, however, evidence suggests
the biological factor, with maa acting as a controlling factor, was most directly 	 j.. -
reaponaible for recent vegetative changes. Native vegetation was partially
cleared by miners, farmers and ranchers for a variety of uses (Horton, 1972; Haase,
1972; and Shreve aad Wiggins, 164} (^'ig. 17}. Man's manipulative powers were	 '
increased by the Reclamation Act of 1902 which led to dame, artificial drain-
ages, and exposed large areas of bare, moist soil {Haase, 1972). Groundwater
levels were raised in some instances when drainage systems were inadequate for
the irrigation water; but usually groundwater levels were lowered as a result of
	 r
large-scale pumping to supply agricultural and urban demands.
Hoover Dam an the Lower Colorado River illustrates how the construction of 	 '
a dam can alter riparian ex^.vironment and affect bird populations (Phillips et
al. 1964). Prior to construction, cottonwoerda and willows grew along the
banks and periodic flooding created large backwater arceas and silt flats which
made excellent habitat for many species of birds. After construction, the river
no longer overflowed, and nmch bird habitat was lost because lagoons and silt
Elate were no longer created below the dam, and a large clear lake of open water
was formed above the dam.
Man also introduced saltcedar as an ornamental early in the nineteenth cen-
tury and it was established in Arizona in the early twentieth centuryr (Horton,
1966}. Seed dispersal was aided by early settlers who originally appreciated
the plant' s potential for shade and windbreaks.
Judd et al. (1911) could not correlate any insect infestation or disease
with the lethal decline of mesquite on the Casa Grande National Monument, but
fElt the mesquite trees may have been weakened by a mistletoe infeatatian.
However, their summary of water table data indicates water availability was
probably the critical factor:
1902 - First well dug on area; water standing at 10-16 ft.
:^
1918 - New well dry; water level 42 ft. 6 in.
1931 - We11 drilled an area; water level 42 ft. 6 in,, 186 ft. 5 in. of
pipe in hole
1949 - Depth to water in well, 102 ft.
1952 - Depth to water in well, 180 ft. :^
.7uc?d et al. (1971) reviewed earlier studies which indicate mesquite tends to 	 ,^
develop strong taproots on deep soils with adequate moisture, but on upland	 .`
slopes where moisture penetration is limited by shallow soils, it tends to develop	 ,'
82
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Figure 17. GveralZ ranch operation may he enhanced by cFearing
native vegetation and managing bottamland site for
irrigated pasture.
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extensive lateral roots. They speculated that the mesquite trees were able to 	 ; j '.
modify its roots and survive the 32 . £t. water table drop that occurred between
1902 and 1931, but were unable to adapt to the subsequent drop to 180 ft.
A mesquite boeque, located in the Santa Cruz Valley near Tucson., is described 	 f._
in Arxaold's (1940) summary of early literature. Tn 1902, "the bottomlands on
^ either side of the river are covered, mi^ea in extent, with a thick grown.?^ of
giant mesquite trees. This magnificent grove is ireeluded in the Papagn Indian
Reservation, which is the only reason for the trees surviving as long as they
have, since elsewhere every mesquite large enough to be used as firewood has been
ruthlessly cut down." In 1.911, the mesquite trees were described as wonders of
	 r
their kind, with trunks aver four feet in diameter. "The large bases branched a
few feet from the ground into several limbs 15 or 18 inches in diaaietes." By
1917, a policy of deforestation had reduced the heavier timber to four-fifths of
its former abundance, and the cutting was removing 2,500 cords per annum.
Arnold ' s (1.940) asaesament indicated some areas had good second growth stands,
and every mesquite limb large enough to be used as fuel had been removed from
other areas.
Tn an unpublished report, T.W. Robinson estimated there were 118,000 acres
of salteedar in Arizona, and a University of Arizona, Office of Arid Lands
Studies report {1970} considers this "retrogressive auceesaion." 5altcedar ie
an introduced species that has replaced native riparian plants because of its
comFetitive ability, relative to the native specie $, and was favored by man's
riparian manipulations (Harris, 1966). Haase (1472) uses Ghe term "monoclimax"
'	 to describe pure stands of saltcedar and suspected their leek of diversity would
I	 make them susceptible to ecological catastrophe. Horton and Campbell ( 1.974) wrote
i
that dense stands of saltcedar were susceptible to fire during periods of drought
and to a sh :^rp lowering of the water table.
Farming practices have adversely affected riparian environments by changing
water table levels or salinity, influencing erosional hazard, ar converting many
acres of riparian vegetation into £armload (Marks, 1950; Haase, 1972; Hastings„
j	 1959; and Horton and Campbell, 1.974).
The impact of farming practices on riparian communities ie illustrated by
the ditch dug near 5alomonsville in the late 1$00's to control floodwater {Bryan,
1925; Hastings, 1959; and Miller, 1961). By 1925 the initial channel (4 ft.
deep and 20 ft. wide) averaged 20 ft. in depth, 700 ft. in width, and extended
over 60 miles (Bryan., 1925). Farming practices were also implicated with channel
cutting along the Santa Cruz. Hastings ( 1959) cites late 1880 issues of the
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present channel along a ditch dug by Sam Hughes to irrigate some holdings of
!;	 y his lying in the present riverbed north a€ Speed4ray."
Mesquite was probably the predominant Lower Gila Valley community prior
to settlement (Marks, 1950). 	 White farmers started farming in the area around
1860, were irrigating by 1875, and by 1930 there were 11,000 acres under irri-
gation in the Wellton-Mohawk area (University of Arizona, Office of Arid Lando ^
r
^^ Studies, 1970).	 Ia 1970, riparian vegetation was mapped from Gila Siphon to ^N
Texas Hill, a 5$-mile stretch of the Lower Gila Rivex (Haase, 1972).	 Flood- ^ ^'i
^^ plain width varied between one and five miles, but was £our to five miles -._^„
wide along mast o€ the stretch.
	
Assuming the floodplain averages three miles 3
y'^ in width alaag the 58-mile study area, 111,3b0 acres of floodplain were exam- ^	 ^
fined by Haase; however, his map delineates only 16,363 acres of riparian veg- ,,;^;
station.	 Therefore, if one can assume that the floodplain was covered by g^^
,^ riparian vegetation in 1860, about 85 percent of the fatal riparian common-
i des have been converted to agricultural lands. ^	 ;,
' Saltcedar canomainities accounted for more than one-half of the remaining ^	 ^^
riparian vegetation (Haase, 1972} and when the total acreage of this exotic
t^ is subtracted fro® the riparian total, only 5,285 acres of native riparian ^	 f
:}
communities remain. 	 This represents about 5 °/0 of the theoretical 1860 riparian .t
r base.
Far state-wide comparisons, the rate and extent of riparian coiarnunity
replacesaent by croplands is probably exaggerated in the lower Gila area, and
Nichai's (1952) assessment merits consideration. He described mesquite bot-
toms as being productive agricultural soils if they were free of alkali and	 3
not aub^ect to floc?ds, but felt that except for the Yuma Valley, the areas
used agriculturally in this type are very minute and are composed mainly of
small individual farms which have been established on the inside bends along
the rivers.
Irrigated acreage slang the San Pedro River shows a gradual increase
along fhe riparian environment until 1966 and then a decrease (Table 11}
{Roeske and Werrell, 1973). The decline from 12,000 irrigated acres in 1969
to 9,7QC1 acres in 3.974 is of interest. It is not known whether this decrease
reflects less intensive farming practices which allowed some irrigated land
to return either to nonirrigated farmland or to native vegetation, or is the
result of a possible sampling error.
.1	 B5
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Table ll. Irrigated acreage in the San Pedro River Vaiiey increased from
1890 through 196b and subsequently declined " .hrough 1970. Data
adapted from Roeske aad Worrell (1973}.
Year Irrigated Acreage
1890 2,700
1899 3,500
1913 5 , 80(1
1936 6,400
1941 6,900
1953 8,100
1962 11,100
1966 12,500
1969 12,000
1970 9,700
On the basis of Roeske and Werrell ' s (1973} report, 7,000 acres of land
was converted to irrigated production in an 80-year period, or at a rate of
&7 sexes per year. However, this cannot be interpreted as the loss-ra.te of
riparian environment along the San Pedro because not al .l land converted from
riparian vegetation is placed under irrigation.
Riparian environment i^as declined much more rapidly than 87 acres nor year
in the 22 -mile stretch from St. David to Cascabel Road. Changes during a
36-year period slang a 22 -mile stretch of the San Pedrn River were documented
by comparing 193fi U.S. F^i1 Conservation Service black and white aerial photo-
graphs ( scale 1:31,680} to derive a map of vegetative conditions in 1936 to a
recent vegetative map of the respective area derived from 1973 NASA high-
altitude color infrared photography (scale 1:125, 000}. 1n 1936, mesquite was
a dominating component in the riparian cormmsnitiea and no attempt was made to
delineate other riparian comatun:ities. All inclusions ware Lumped into mesquite
classes on the 1935 {SCS) aerial photographs. Along this stretch of the river,
riparian communities have declined from 10,690 acres in 1936 (Fig. i$) to
5,500 acres in 1972 (Fig. 9}, nearly a 50 percenC reduction, Thia represents
a loss of about 144 acres per year since 1936, or an annual decline of 1.4
percent of the 1935 riparian base. By 1965 man had also converted nearly ha if
{3,900 acres} of the total mesquite forests on the pre
-1880 ^loodplain between
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Figure 18. Mese(uite dominated the riparian communiCies
(1Q,690 acres) along the San Pedro River i?^.
1936. Study reach includes 22 river miles,
from St. David to Cascabel Road, mapped from
1936 SGS aerial photographs. See Table 3
far legend and k'igure 9 for comparison of
riparian casatuunit_ies in 1972.
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Tres Alamos and Redington to agricultural production (Zimmerman, x969). Because
the former study reach included cultural activities in the Benson-Ponaerene area,	 •-^
and the latter a more active farming area, these loss rates are possibly atypical
of--and should not be assumed representative of the total river. 	 I_'
The U.S. Geological Survey mapped 9,303 acres of phreatophytes in the 46-mile
reach of the G;.la River Exam 3'hatcher to Calve in ].944 (Gatewood et al. , 1950} .
When this area was examined on aerial photographs taken in 1958 by the Army 	 u
Corps o£ Engineers, 15.9 percent or 1,482 acres had been cleared far farm use 	 '
{Horton, 1962}. Clearing practices continued and T.W. Robinson, in an unpub-
lished report, reported only 6,b00 acres of phreatophytes along this reach in
1967. This is a 30 percent reduction in 23 years.
A detailed historical study of vegetation along a five-mile reach of the
Upper Gila showed dramatic increases in saltcedar distribution (Turner, 1974).
Maps c►f the 2,360-acre study site confirms an increase in salteedar from I46
acres in 1937 to 1,0U6 acres in 1964. Turner observed that the cyclic pattern
of vegetative change had been interrupted by saitcedar dominating low areas and
replacing the native riparian plants (cottonwood and seep willow). In his study
area, total acres of riparian communities increased slightly at the expense of
barren or eultiva .ted and channel land.
Many studies report the general reduction of cottonwood and willow along
various drainages (Haase, 1972; Phillips e,^k al., 1164; Brown and Lowe, 1974b;
and Turner, 1974); however, photographic evidence suggests there has been a
post-1880 increase in cottonwoods along at least one stretch of the San Pedro
River (Hastings and Turner, 19F^^). They believe the increased cottonwood
establishment is related to arroyo cutting. This is possible because a sudden
lowering of the water table would reduce competition by weakcering existing veg-
etation, create a variety of microhabitats anck eliminate marshy conditions.
Some inferences regarding future riparian succession can be ;drawn from	 _^'
earlier studies. For example, the dynamic conditions characterizing the ripar-
ian environment (Zimmerman, 1969; Has*_ings, 1963; and Campbell and Green, 196$)
i	 help e^eplain patterns of riparian vegetation. Mesquite establishment would be
I
unlikely in waterlogged and poorly aerated soils found on marshy bottoms dorm-
nated by pk^^:eatophytic grasses; therefore, Some channel cutting made environ-
mental conditions more conducive for mesquite establishment (Hastings, 19.63).
Thus, many of the mesquite bosques appear to have developed simultaneouslyi	 ,
with initial channel cutting and mature mesquite trees along the San Pedro
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River (Gavin., 1973) and at rasa Grande National Monument ( .,^udd et al.., T.97^.)
are from 9S to 137 years old..
^°	 t;, Riparian succession along many. southern Arizona floodplains now ff:bs the:
"retrogressi'ite succession" described along the LoTaer Gila Iiivez in the iTn'i^
^.:.'	 i
y	
l 	 i 	 i
varsity of Arizona, Office of Arid bands Studies, study' (x970) and by Haase ^	 -
{1972^.	 Thus, many riparian communities (cottonwood, willow, mesquite and
arrowweed) may be irreversibly gone because of man: f s activit^.es	 Not only .have ^R:.rr
large areas of mesquite Basques .been converted to farmland, but additiana.l "'^
acreages are threatened because of tha recenL.I^y revived interest. in cutting ^	 '
mesquite for firewood.	 Saltcedar will continue to play a significant role in
succession of riparian vegetation, but Haase (1972) is hesitant to make aziy ^"^`'
exact .predictions. because of its recent introduction. and mans environmental
r <-,,	 .-
manap^latiars .
Ripara.an habitats on lands administered by the TI.S. Forest Service and
Bureau. of Laxzd Management wall probably continue to receive more considera-
tion in their mG.3tiple-use planning. 	 .'^. example is the current effort by
the Bureau of band Management to classify the Gila River from Old Cli^tan
Bridge to Bonita Creek either as a wild and scenic river or a primitive area
{Faux Yull, Wildlife Management Biologist, Bureau of Land Management, personal
communacataon}.	 If this trend continues, riparian communities on federal
!::
lands may be maintained.	 Horton (1972) wrote that vegetation along mountain
streams has developed under near norEnal ecological processes and has not ^:'''
i	 :'
changed as distinctly as floodplain areas. ':^
._,_;	 ..
However, there is little reason fox long-term optimism regarding ttie ^	 -	 'A
riparian enviroxunent in many parts of A*•izona.	 There is no rataanale to
expect a reversal in the ever-increasing population and an evt^r-declining. -
groundwater table.	 For example, although Roeske and Werrell (1973) did not
detect any long-term net decline in groundwater level along most parts of the
San Pedro Raver, the amount of groundwater withdrawal is. in excess of recharge -
in the Sierra Vista-fort Huachuca area.. 	 Water levels have declined about
30 feet in 25 years and a cone o^ depression has developed in this area.
Roeske and Werrell (1973) believe this cone of depression will expand and ^
deepen, P ,^
Dasmann (1959) defines a renewable natural resource as "a Laving or ,;-^
biotic resource that is capable of reproducing or replacing i t.:self," and .',^.-
distinguishes from it the nonrenewable resources "consisting of nonliving _:^
-_ s
^ `.::' J
sg.
materials which are not capable of reproducing themselves," 	 'i`herefore, under
-	 these conditions, it may be justifiable to regard the native riparian enviroa-
^~°:	 anent as a nonrenewable resource iaa. many arEas.
^'-r
;,^
PRODT3GTS AND USES OP SOU'DI^RN ARIZONA RIPAx^TAN ftr1B^ATS
`	 Benefits derived from riparian camsmanities {Table l2) can either be tangible ^l
^s'.
and measured in monetary terms or intangible and not easily quantified.	 Two
-'^	 kinds o^ demaa^.ds have historica^.l^^ i^ten placed on riparian communities: 	 ].) con.-
,^	 .,
`:	 ^	 sumptive demand for physiological and industrial uses and 2) recxeational demand
^^;^,	 {Deevey, 1971}.	 From these two contrast^g demands, a conflict has tended to (j
^._ a
	
evolve with the 'biologist, ecologist and environmentaliwt au one side, and the (--^
engineer, economist anal administra'cor an the other. 	 Because the latter group
has his:.orivally bee^a able to discuss costs and benefits in monetary terans, ^^^
^, ^.
they have consistently dominated the political scene that governs laaad^use
policies {Deevey, 1971; and ,^ahn and Trefethen, 1972).
^^	 TaUle 12.	 Some potential goods sari services supplied by riparian ecosystems.
^^
_.^,
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°`	 INTANGIBLE
Habitat
.	 Wildlife ^
Endangered plant and anianal species
-	 Beauty ^	 .j
Healthful environment --^
'	 Natural or seminatural ecosystems for scientific sf^udy
Germ plasm far domestication or breeding i?
.	 TANGIBLE
Forage for livestock and wildlife
Nectar far bees
Water
' .^
Recreation
Swimming
diking
Canoeing
Fishing and hunting
Biking j
Photography
Bird watching
Minerals	 ^
Timber
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Riparian VF•^etation Water-Gonservation Controversy
-	 Water is a limiting factor in the Arid Southwest and its interaction
y -^
with riparian vegetation has major ramifications. Prom the t3.me when Indians
':;:^. and Spanish-Mex^.can societies adapted the^,r way o^ 1.i^e to the water scarcity
^	 ^	 problems, man has became more manipulative, and now the environment is adapted
to meet the needs of the dominant Anglo-American society (Kelso et a1.,1973).
^^-^a Most early riparian vegetation research was conducted by the U.S. Geolog-
ical Survey and the II.S, Bureau of Reclamation and was aimed toward determin-
ing water lasses by p'.^reataphytes and controlling saltcedar (Horton and
^^ ^	 Campbell, 19?4). Ro^:i.nson (195$) determined that phreatophytes covered about.
^^
{J
16 million acres in the 17 Western States and discharged 25 million acre-feet
of water into the atmasphera annually. For example, annual ev^'ootranspiration
	
^^^	 loss in the 17 Western States is equivalent to 75 percent of the storage
	
r^	 capacity of Lake Mead (Robinson, 1958! and a square m^.le of cottonwood trans-
	
lli^^^	 pines enough water to supply the needs of a city with a population of
23,500 (Co1e, 196$). Three-year-old saltcedar plants near Safford, Arizona
r
	^	 (Gatewood et a1., 1950) were found to use 10.3 gallons of water per day over a
205-day growing season. in terms of animal needs, one three-year-old cotton-
	
^^	 wood or saltceda^ requires a Iittle more water than one cow or four sheep.
Robinson (1961) s ^ma.rized annual rate of water use by some phreatophytes for
	
'^f	 the 61-^+ Pacific Southwest Interagency Committee (Table 13).
	
ff
	
Blaney, Morin, and Griddle (1942} and Gatewood et ate,. (1950) agreed that
	
^^	 transpiring plants use large amounts of water; however, many reports (Gate-
wood et al., 19;0; Turner and Skibitzke, 1952; Rowe, 1963; U.S. Senate, 1963;
Bowie and Kam, 196$; anal Gu11er et al., 1970) do not agree on how much water
__..
{^	 could be saved by vegetation removal.	 Different methods of measuring ejrapo- _'
transpiration were partly responsible for the inconsistent estimates (Robin- '::I
son, 1966; Mucicel, 1966; Horton and Campbell, 1574) and the bias of measuring -
•	 evapotranspiration from standard tanks, then converting vegetation to 100 ''^^
..	
percent volume density to compute water loss was discussed (Horton, 1963}.
:_.:
'"`'
^^'	 But mast of the discrepancy is due to variation in plant growth, climate,
j
#	 ^	 soil texture, soil fertility, soil salinity, sail alkalinity, and ground-
.-..
?'<^
#I ^^	 water depth and. quality (Pletctxer and Elmendorf, 1955; and Robinson, 1966). ^;`?
^	 This hypothesis was substantiated when the influence of topographic and ^^
`:.^
)^	 climatic parameters on evaporation and saltaedar transpiration was investigated
-~	 (Hughes, 1971}.	 Therefore, total stream losses should be analyzed when water ^^
'! ^
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Table 13. Water use data summarized and presented by T.W. Robinson (1961)
^^at 61-4 Pacific Southwest Interagency Comatittee.
Annual rate ^^
{acre-feet per Volume Depth to ^ ..,
^`
acre) including density water Locality and
^Plant precipitation (percent} (feet} remarks ^
<,'^ Alder 5.3 - - Santa Ana River dxain- ^i
,' age Basin, Calif.
^;^ Batamote 4.7 100 6 Safford Ualley, Ariz. ^	 i ^	 ..z
Cottonwood 6.0 l00 5 Safford Valley, Ariz. ^.^ }^,	 '
Cottonwood 5.2 100 4 San Luis Rey River,
Calif.
' Cottonwood 7.6 100 3 San Luis liey River, ^^ ^^°
^,^ Lalif.
Mesquite 3,3 l00 10 Safford Valley, Ariz.
i Saltcedar 7.2 100 7 Safford Valley, Ariz. i^Saltcedar 6.0 1/2/ - - Pecos River, N. Mex.Willow 4,4 — — - 2 Santa Ana, Galif.
`.i Wi11ow 2,5 ^'/
1/
- 1.1 Islets, N. Mex.
.
;	 r
Saltgrass O.S to 4.0 - 0.5 to 5.0 _;
^./ For plants grown in tanks.
2/ Tank isolated; not in natural environment.
^
	
	
losses are evaluated (Barton and Campbell, 1974). Ideally, this approach would
the most applicable; however, riparian systems are complex. When transpiration
losses along one portion of the stream are reduced, increasing evapotranspira^
Lion lasses may occur from a higher groundwater level, and actual water savings
are difficult to ascertain (Muckel, 1966}. Gilluiy {1971) voiced his c.,ncern
that this water loss definitely threatens the economic feasibility of many
water salvage programs,
Riparian research also focused on remedial programs and the economic ram-
if ications involved in salvage or the conversion of consumptive waste water
^^
	
	
to consumptive use were sawn recognized {Robinson, 1958). Consumptive use is
water that is beneficially used in growing plants of economic value, and can-
stunptive waste refers to water used by plantQ having little utility for man.
Salvage is possible by 1) removal ar destruction of the phreataphytes by mech-
anical or chemical means, 2) lowering the water table by diverting the stream
flaw, and 3) substituting plants of high economic value (Muckel, 1966).
i
The major controversy of water salvage programs focuses on the actual
amount of water saved. Recent estimates of water that can be salvaged by
removing floodplain vegetation varies from 1-112 acre-feet (Horton and
92
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Campbell, 1974) to two acre-feet (Ffolliott and Thorud, 1974) per acre of
vegetation removed. Thus, Ffolliott and Thorud (1974) calculated that it
would be passible to increase annual water yield by 600,000 acre-feet if all
300,000 acres of Arizona's riparian vegetation were converted, but recognized
that many constraints would prevent this.
Methods of controlling phreatophytes are summarized (Fletcher and Elmen-
dorf, 1955; Timmons and Klingtttan, 1960; aad Lowry, 1966) and have created a
cast dilemma because of the relative levels of effectiveness. Although early
studies (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1464 . ; U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1965;
and Frost and Hamilton, 1960} estimate clearing costs of about $50 per acre;
Gi11u1y {1971} estimates that costs may have escalated to X350 per acre.
Channelizing a 35-toile stretch of the Rio Grande River in New Mexico
saved 200 , 000 acre-feet of water betraeen 1951 and 1956 {Lowry, 1957). Muckel
(3.966) believed that lowering the water table by pumping, drainage, channel-
izing or other means of removing the water supply from the plant was the best
method of salvage. However, opposition against channelization has grown
recently and ,7ahn and Tr^efethen ( 1472} believe the method can seldom be eco-
nomically justified evzn if it does entail major channel modification tueasures
for flood control. or for increasing agricultural production. They contend
that channelization does not eliminate flooding, channelization only modifies
flood patterns, and problems of downstream flooding and sedimentation (Whar-
ton, 1971). .Tahn and Trefethen ( 1972) feel that cast -benefit analyses should
include 1} costs of =ncreased sedimentation in lakes and reservoirs, 2) higher
risk costs which occur when streamflow regulation stimulates Land uses to
encroach on floodplains, thus increasing the potential damage of future floods,
and 3) lass of nutrients and sediments which Mould have been trapped by normal
flooding processes and stored for future use.
Substituting plants of high economic value for plants having little util-
ity for man converts Ovate,: from nonbeneficial use to beneficial use, and if
the beneficial plant has a lower caster requirement than the original plant,
the difference is conceivably available far off
-
site use (Muckel, 1966}.
However, in the Humboldt River Basin, irrigation was required to maintain tall
wheatgrass and wild rye seeded an a former greasewood -rabbitbrush site (Eckert
et al., 1973). Although ChQ water table varied in depth from only six to nine
feet, the seeded grasses could nvt use this water because their roots were
restricted by physical characteristics of the sail.
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Floodplain vegetation in Arizona is often cleared for agricultural purposes
{Shreve and Wiggins, 1964; Haase, 1972; Gavin, 1973; Horton and Campbell, 1974;
Brawn. and Lowe, Ta review). Land being used fox agriculz^ral production can be
evaluated in monetary teams; however, no studies investigating the economics of
floadplain farming in Arizona were found. Monetary benefits from these practices
should be similar to the annual net return of $87.00 per acre obtained from a
permanent irrigated pasture in Tucson (Taylor et al,,1972j or $136.00 net return
aver operating costs of long-staple cotton production on large Pinal and Pima
County farms in 1966 {IZelso et al.., 1973), Because of various environmental con-
ditions which may cause the site to be o£ low agricultural potential {Rig. 19},
flood prone, ox reinvaded by riparian plants, many of these cleared floodplains
are eventually allowed to return to a natural state. No acreage estimates of
abandoned farmland occupying Arizona°s floodplains were found; however, in
1973, 44,000 more acres of farmland were planted to care, wheat and sorghum than
were harvested (Arizona Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, 1974). What pex-
cent of this total represents abandoned cropland or was utilized fox silage or
hay, etc., is unknown; however, the decline of irrigated acreage in the San
Pedro Valley from 12,500 acres in 1966 to 9,700 acres in 1970 (Roeske and
Wexxell, 1973} may imply that floodplain farming is a marginal operation in
some areas.
The interactions of riparian vegetation and flooding axe complex and the
economic impact is not fully understood. Riparian vegetation has been reported
to increase flooding by clogging channels, increasing sedimentation, and forcing
water out onto adjacent lands (Anonymous, 2948; Cramer, 1961; and Robinson,
1957). Arnold {1972) explained how riparian vegetation, located north of the
Black Canyon Highway Bridge over the Verde River, caused flooding ire 1966 Chat
damaged the highway approach to the bridge, He believes the riparian plants
could have been controlled fox a nominal fee in 1957, thus averting $46,000 in
repairs for Che approach.
The deleterious effect of riparian vegetation on flooding in some cases can
'	 be offset by its influence on, sedimentation and deposition. Fletcher and
Elmeadorf {1955) and Robinson (1958) noted that dense stands of^ riparian vegeta-
tion reduce the velocity of floodwater and cause deposition of sediment. This
^	 was especially significant along the Pecos River above Lake McMillan where salt-
cedar acted as a desilting agent and prolonged the effective life of the xeser-i
voir (Robinson., 1958) .
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Figure 19. Productivity of this Cienega Creek floodplain is marginal when
used as irrigated pastu:-e. Because water supply is inadequate
for irrigating the entire site, native vegetation is being
allowed to reinvade portio:.s ^f the cleared floodplain.
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Benefits Associated with Rigarian vegetation
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Riparian communities supply Arizona with a variety of goods and services
(Table 12) which are difficult to categorize and discuss. Many reports have
centered an one particular good or service (Olson, 1940; ^;arger and Ffolliatt,
1971; Gavin, 1973; Arnold, 1940; and Gallizioli, 1965).
Other reports (Wood•, 1966; Campbell., 1970; Horton, 1972; and Hartan and
Campbell, 1974) have discussed riparian benefits in the multiple-use concept.
This approach merits caxtsideratian because Odum {1971) believes man requires
£our basic kinds o£ environments: 11 productive, 2) protective, 3) compromise
bet<^reen product it*e and protective, and 4) urban-^.ndustr^,al, He warns that
compromise systems are neither suitable nor desirable 's'or the whole landscape.
He £eels compartmentalization is important, and regards landscape planning and
zoning as necessities. Odom. (1971) praises "open spat::" legiaiati,on {recently
enacted in California and New Jersey} which places unc+ccupied land i.*^to "pr^-
tective" status. Odum's philosophy is needed for Saut^zwest;srn riparian com-
zuunities where Brown and Lowe (ln review) specifically recommend setting aside
several areas representative of the major natural types far investigation
purposes. They feel that public values oar many riparian environments have
been compromised through degradation of flora and fauna, and they call far tre
elimination or better control of grazing and othex disruptive influences.
Many values are difficult to restrict to a single community and same stf.tdies
refer to the general value o£ the riparian habitat. Thompson (1968} and Brows
and Lowe (In review) explain that due to their unique a^zd favorable habitats,
riparian vegetation support a fauna disproportionate to t?^eir limited acreage,
Regardless o£ species, riparian vegetation i.s the mast valuable wildlife habitat
in Arizona (Jahn and Trefethea, 1972). The San Pedro, the Santa Cruz, and
other drainages $orta continuous ribbons o£ riparian plants from Mexico into the
^'
^^
united States {Morton and Campbell, 1974} and are especially important because
they serve as routes for many migratory species a£ birds and reptiles.
The approach taken in this section of the Bulletin is to discuss:
1) general values o£ ripariaa habitats which are often overlooked, 21 the
1	
recreational value of the riparian habitat in Arizona, and 3) primary benefits
(direct value for human use, value £or wildlife, and vegetative products--
,	 forage for livestock, nectar for bees, and £firewood for man) from five important
riparian communities (riparian deciduous woodland, riparian forest, riparian
grassland, riparian scrub and marshland) is Southern Arizona.
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^'requentl^r Overlooked Uses of Riparian Habitats
Many potential uses of riparian comm^xuities are often overlooked. The
importance of small natural envixanments (outdoor laboratories} to public
school systems has been recognized (Wharton, 1971). His partial economic
evaluation of 2,30C acres of Alcovy River swamp in Georgia indicated a value
worth X1 . 3 million annually to Georgia schools within a 50-mile radius
(jdharton, 197].}. His analysis utilized eight environmental study areas and
assumed the acreage was properly used, land owners would cooperate, and
interpretative as:,istance was available.
A similar educational program is feasible in Southern Arizona. Riparian
communities are accessible; they offer a wide variety of habitats which con-
tribute to a diverse flora and fauna; they are especially unique and differ
from the more common nonriparian communities; and they appear adaF.^able to
a management plan which would minimize damage from continual class use.
Utilization of desert plants either for industrial uses of medicinal
purposes as another alternative of economically developing aril lands is pos-
sible (Krochmal, et a1. , 195^+; Duisberg, 1963; and Cruse, 1973). 7.'tzese studies
stress the importance of not overlooking the potential resource of native
desert plants simply because irrigated faxtning and livestock production are
currently being emphasized.
e..$ Mesquite, ironwood and catclaw are "artist ' s croods" because of their dark
colored heartwood, attractive grain and high density (Cruse, 19731.	 These ^	 ,_f,."^
^. woods have a great use for small gift and souvenir items.
	 Cruse also believes
that knotty burls of catclaw and ironwood are excellent substitutes for expen-
!	 ^ sive imported briar in smoking pipe bowls.
Krochmal et al ., { 1954) included several riparian plants in a list of use-
? ful native plants found in America ' s Southwestern deserts {Table 14).
'YY
;'
^ Although opportunities to explaiY. riparian, plants for industria^. uses may not ^^.'"3
^
present Chemselves for several decades, Cruse ' s (1973} plea^to ti :valuate the ^'`^=
^ . cultivation of xerophytic plants on marginal Land or adjacent to floodways
^	 '	 i'^
^	 ^^
valid. ^	 :^is ,	 ,:,^
^..
i	 '::,
f
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Riparian plants trust be recognized as being ^sart of a dynamic, function-
^.	 ^^
ing ecosystem (Jahn ar,.'t Trefethen, 1972; LeCren, 1971; and Sanders, 1971), ^
and as having a certain value in site maintenance or site improvement {^'ig. 20).
;
;,.,
:'
Although the tale of an individual plant as a "site-improver" or "site- ^`^.
.^
maintainer" has not I+esn egiaa. L•e^,i in monetary terms, all riparian plants have
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Table 14^. Dative riparian plants have
Krochmal et al. (1954}.
Product and Plant
Drugs
Tobacco plant •...,a.,,,,,,,e....•
Arrowweed ........................
Cottonwood and Aspen .............
New Mexico Locust ...............•
Willow ............ ..............
:ontributed many products to man's welfare. List adapi^ed from
Reported Use
Indians used one species for smoking during ceremonies, another
species used to control aphids.
Pima Indians made an infusion from the herbage to treat sore eyes.
Indians used the inner bark as an anti-scorbutic.
Hopi Indians used this plant for trea4ing rheumatism.
Dry saliein was derived from the bark and used ae a tonic and
antiperiodac. It also has febrifugal properties.
Foods, Flavorings and Seasonings
Catclaw .......................... Mush and cakes were trade from the pads and seeds.
Pagweed .......................... Leaves and stems were used as greens and seeds for meal.
Giantreed ........................ Young shoots are edible.
Fourwing Saltbush ................ Its ashes were used as a substitute for baking powder.
^	 Goosefoot ........................ Seeds were used for mush and leaves were used for greens.
^	 Pale Wolfberry ................... Rape fruit is edible, either raw or cooked.
Mesquite ......................... Pads were used to make pinole {a ttteal) and pinole was allowed to
ferment into an alcoholic beverage.
5eepweed ......................... Seeds were used to make pinole and herbage was used as greens.
Fibers
Cottonwood ....................... Fibrous material
Mesquite ......................... Fibrous material
Willow ........................... Fibrous material
Skunkbuah Sumac	 ............... Fibrous material
Gums and Resins
Baby Bonnets ..................... Papago zndians used the lac, foamed on the stems by insects, to
seal jars of sag^saro fruit.
Mesquite ......................... Exudates were used as gutn.
Oils
lCoyote melon ..................... pils were derived froth this plant.
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Table 14. Continued
Product and Plant	 Repor^^d U.se
Pigments
.. Alder ...........................'. A pale, red dye was made from the bark..
--	 Rabbitbrush ................,...... Yellnw and green dyes, respectively, were derived from the flaraexs
-^^	 and inner bark.
Latex
^ Mi^.kweed ...^ ..................... Products derived from. the plant were used as a latex-type
material.
Rubber Rabbitbrush ............... Products derived from the p^.ant were used as a latex type
material.
Sapo^zins
Coyote melon n .................... Sapnnin5 WC:rE derived ^rOm the plant.
Western Soapberry ................ Fruit was used to make soap for washing clothes;.
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Figure 20. Riaarian vegetation has been large^.q xemaved fxom
	
this bottoml^and site {5an Simon Creek) and site	 ^^
deterioration i5 evident.	 ^'
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a certain value is preventing erosion { pig. 2l) (Robinson, 1967; and Garcia-
Moya and McKell, 1970).	 One of the major functions of the ecosystem is trap-
;^^`. ping and using ae^.iments (Wharton, x971}. 	 Sediments are a source of valuable
^^ minerals.	 i,ake McMillan on the Pecos River in New Mexico is one example where
the effect of the riparian plants ott sedimentation has been determined. 	 Rob-
lakeinson (1967} reports a sixfold dearease in rate of sedimentation irx the
aver the last 25 years, and attributes the decrease to saltceclar invasion
^^{ of delta areas above the lake.
Uses. of Riparian: Rabitats for Recreation
The use of Southern Arizona riparian communities far recreation is chaotic.
^^
Most riparian areas are privately owned {U.S.D.A. Sail Conservation Service,
1970), accessibility to riparian c.omtnunities on public land is often restricted
r, by 7.and ownership pattern and Zack of roads, and deve^.oped camp sites ao.d other
recreational facilities are scarce.
Activities include hunting, hiking, camping, picnicking, rock,-hunting,
^^ sightseeing, birding, fishing, horseback riding and driving off-road vehicles
(7±ig. 22).	 It should be noted, however, that although dense monotypic salt-
s cedar stands are valuable far dove nesting (ICufeld, 1966; and Galliziali,
^^ 1905), other recreational. use of this community may be limited (Haase, 1972}.
Many of the recreational activities have intangible values and economists
^. and land-use planners are attempting to find ways to quantify them. 	 Barn
(1974) describes problems encountered in measuring natural beauty and discus-^^
ses several new techniques being used to measure beauty. 	 Morisawa {7.972)
developed a method fox categorizing and inventorying watersheds on the basis
!^ of geologic, hydrologic, historical, aesthetic and recreational aspects.
Decisions in land-use planning and land management must include economic
,^.,
considerations.	 While the economic value of land for urban development or
agricultural potential is determinable, monetary values are not easily associ-
ated with natural resources used for recreation.	 Martin	 et al. (1974) have
^- completed economic analysis of Arizona's natural. resources. 	 They recognized
the need to measure value added by a particular recreation opportunity.
	 A
user benefit method was employed to measure the net increase in the value of
the resources when used f^^r recreation. 	 They estimated economic demand curves
for the household by expressing demand for the "whole recreation experience."
This includes planning, traveling to and from the site, memories, etc.
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Figure 22. Recreational activities along the Upner Gila
River include hunting, hiking, camping, pic-
nicking, rock hunting, sightseeing, birding,
fishing and horseback riding.
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Demand curves for the recreation resource itself (i.e., deer hunting in a
speczf^,c area) were then derived.
	 Similar studies applying to riparian veg-
etation are lacicing.
	 In an acid or semiarid environment, life is attracted to ^
unique and favorable habitats found only in riparian communities.
	 For example, ^	 :,`
over 50 percent of the l97 known and hypothetical vertebrate species found in !
Chevelon Carryon are dependent, for at least part of their life cycle, on the
riparian association (Aitchison and Theroux, 1974).
	
The "multiplier effect" .,w^`
which the riparian communa_ties contribute to the average value per square mile r;^^:
^^	 ^	 --
of outdoor recreation sad wildlife habitat in Arizona must be considered in ;,.^
future planning. ^	 I	 ^
Uses of Riparian Deciduous Woodland Comsneanities
The riparian decide.+,ous woodland commmunity has histoiicall.y supplied many
products demanded by consumers and recreationalists.
	 Mesquite dominates many
of these commun^.ties and is one of the most important species.
	 Indians, Mex-
icans and early settlers used its pods for food acid drink; gum for candy, dye _
and hair tonic; hark far diapers, skirts, baskets, ropes and as a source of
tannin; branches and roots fox a variety of tools and weapons; logs and branches
far fenceposts, corral poles, railroad ties, repairing wagon wheels, paving
-'.^^
streets and in construction of dwellings; the wood was used in making cabinets,
furniture and trinkets. 	 Other Gammon members of this community, canyon grape,
gourds, netleaf hackberry and screwbean were also used for human consumption
(Kearney and Peebles, 1969).
	 Saltcedar has been used in basketry for charcoal,
tannin and wattlework, and fox making a crude beer (Standley, 1920-1926; and
Bowsex,	 1957). .,
Nesting Areas: Riparian deciduous wood7,anras are important nesting areas
for whitewing and mourning doves (Shaw, 1961; Gallizioli, 1965; Kufeld, 1966;
	
^r
-	 Haase, 1972; Wigal, 1973; Brawn and Lowe, In revi..:ca; Horton and Campbell, 1974).
	 --
Historically, mesquite bosques were important dove habitat, but because of their
	 ,.,
gradual replacement by saltcedar, doves have been forced to adapt to saltcedar
	 ''^
for nest iny	 g {Gallizioli., 1965; and Wigal, 19;3). In his literature xeview,
	 :^
Haase (1972) found that cultivated crops represent about 40 percent of the	 ^
't s
whitewings' diet, and crop depredation can be serious in localized areas that
	 f
support large dove populations (Kufeld, 19b6; and Horton and Campbell, 197< <^).	 '^
..^':::
The riparian woodland community is diminishing in total area (Brawn and
	 ^	 n•.^
Lowe (In review). Wigal (1973} found only 70,000 acres of suitable dove habitat
	 :'
a
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^ ^T
^r}^'(^p
ii^ 'l'^0
t!T in 26 million acres of Southern Arizona. 	 His definition of suitable dove
'	 ;^-
habitat ixxaluded thicket-forming vegetation with trees averaging at Least _
#^ IO feet in height and 25 percent or greater crown coverage.	 Bristota {1969)
^^`' dramatized the problem of dia ►inishing habitat when he wrote that nearly every
E
E;
''' river mile of rigarian woodland habitat important to dove was either being
^^^ ^cleared, authorized for clearing, or was under study far clearing by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers o£ the U.S. Bureau of Reclasna.tion. ^	 '•;	 ^.
.^ ^ Recent literature (Carothers and Johnson, 1971; Brown and Lowe, In r^'
review; and Horton and Gampbell, 1974} all emphasize the importance of rip^r-
ion vegetation as nongame bird habitat.
	 Cottonraood communities in Verde
^,,, Valley have the highest known concentration of birds in the United States ,.^
^.
i
,^ (Carothers and Johnson, 1971) with the highest population o£ nesting birds ^	 .
S
occurring in the dense, undisturbed stands and the Least number in the most
heavily thinned stands.
^^
^ k`aod and Cover;	 Mesquite is also important to wildlife for food and LL!
.^! ,^.^, cover (Van Dersal, 2938; Martin, et al., 1951; and Langford, 1.969}.	 A list ^	 '
';^
i
^s	
^^ prepared by Martin et al. (1951) is especially useful because it estimates
„e^,. 1^ ^ the	 ercenta a of mes cite in the diet of u land	 amebirds	 son birds	 furP	 g	 q	 P	 g	 ^	 g
s - ^ ^ and game animals, small mammals, and hoofed browsers. ^^ E
^^
,
^ Mesquite beans are relished by all classes of domestic livestock {Lang-
^
^	 :'
ford, 1969; Scifres and Hoffman, 1974; and Van Dersal, 1938). 	 Pods a.re eaten ._^_
`..;
whole, but they make better feed when ground into a meal.	 Digestibility and 5	 ;
-^ nutritive value of ground beans is comparable to that of alfalfa (Langford,
^	 ,,	 ,_
^	 j 1969}.	 Toxicity can occur, however, if Large quantities of beans are consumed ^
.£ and become compacted in the digestive tract. 	 Livestock also utilize mesquite
^	 ;{	 ^.^ fox shade and for shelter from adverse weather conditions. >^
^Saltcedar seedlings may have some value for livestock browsing (Campbell, ^;a^^
3.966).	 He observed heavy browsing on young tamarisk on floodplains through-
^	 .,ry
'.G^ ^
^
cut the Southwest and recommended mewing at prescribed intervals to increase ->
'	 `r
°# production.	 When the water table is less than four feet deep, mowing salt- °^	 '^:^	 :-
b^
e
cedar-Bermuda grass sites is recommended (Horton and Campbell, 1974).
	
Graz-
^
^^	 °°t ing (Gary,	 960) and clipping (Campbell, 1966} studies indicate saltcedar is
y	 m° resistant to normal. foliage removal.
^;
^i	
k Bee Production; 	 Bees play an important role in Southwestern agricultural ^^	 -'
_^ ^	 °° programs by pollinating melons, alfalfa seed, orchards and other specialty _
^i =n^
,;-t
crops (Edwards, 1971.). 	 Specific data for Arizona is not available, but the
-
s
`;	 ^^
^	
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-
^
^
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U.5. Department of Agriculture places the annual dollar value of bees at $4
	 ^.
to $6 'billion (Dr. Standifar, USDA^ARS Entomologist, personal camntunicatian).
Tn Arizona, 53,000 colonies produced $562,000 worth of honey and beeswax in 	 f
1971 (Table 15) {Poste,:, 1972). Current values would be higher because 60,000
colonies were reported in 1974 and the wholesale price of "grade A" honey is
between 45^ and 50c^ per pound {Dr. SCandifer, .Tanuary, 1975, personal communica- 	 ^a
Lion) .
Usefulness of riparian deciduous woodlands to the bee industry is twofold, 	 i
Not only are mesquite anal catclaw important sources of nectar anc^ pollen (Kear-
ney and Peebles, 1969) but a large number of colonies are maintained in the
^.
riparian vegetation (Pig. Z3). The habitat factor is especially important near
agricultural areas where farmers use pesticides and becomes more critical during
periods of heavy insecticide use (Edwards, 1971). He cites a stretch of t^:e Rio
Grande River, I^ew Mexico, where 4,000 colonies are moved to saltcedar stands for
xefuge during periods of insecticide use. 	 ^-'
Table 15. Honey and beeswax production i.n Arizona (Foster, ].972).
HONEY AND BEESWAK: Number of colonies and production, Arizona., ].965 71
Colonies Haney Hone T3eeswax
Year of
Bees ^-^
Yield per production Value production ValueColony
1,000 Colonies Lbs. 1,000 T.bs. 1,000 Dot. 1,000 Lbs. 1,000 Dol.
1965 96 7O 6,720 867 94 40
1966 96 68 6,528 796 118 54 t(
1,967 88 41 3,b08 400 76 37
1968 83 57 4,731 530 90 50
1969 75 42 3,154 384 82 48
1970 S9 4S 2,655 345 G9 38
1971 53 56 2,968 543 36 19
1/ Number of colonies on hand at the beginning of the main honey flow.
1'ixpwood production: Managing riparian deciduous woodlands fox woad also
may be economically feasible (Pig. 24}. Mesquite was economically important 30
pears ago when fuelwood dealers in Phoenix, Tucson and surrounding communities
annually purchased over 16,000 cords of firecaood (Olson, 1940) and was still a
valuable resource in 1972 when dealers purchased about 9,700 cards {George
Campbell, unpublished report submitted to Arizona State Land Department).
	 ^
During this period, price increased £ram $10 to $55 per card (Olson, 1940;
I
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figure 23. Riparian woodland Habitat is important to the bee
industry as a source of nectar and pollen and as
a refuge from agricultural insecticides.
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Figure 24. Mesquite covered bottomlands contain a merchantable
product, firewood, and can be managed as a renewable
resource.
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Campbell, unpublished report} and Saye:s {197+) expects demand for firewood
to continue to increase because of recent energy crisis and resultant rise in
fuel costs.
fln dry upland sites, mesquite tend to develop into small, multi-stem
shrubs. On lower floadplains, however, dense stands occur and when left uncut,
develop a large, straight stem. Stem diameters may reach four feet, range from
25 to 36 inches in diameter at breast height, and often be 60 ft. tall. (fl lson,
194a} .
Site index curves have not been established fox mesquite in Southern Ari-
zone; however, in some instances growth rings can be counted (Fig. 25}. Olson
(1940} xepnrted a diameter growth of five inches in 15 years on Tndian Reserva-
tions in Southern Arizona, and believed a di a meeex could reach 10 inches in
40 years Gable 16}. Mean annual. volceme growth reached its maximum at 35
years and growth on an area basis varied from si.x to ?4 cubic feet per acre
per year. The more producta.ve stands showed an average annual. growth of 25
'^
._,., .
^-`
.	 '`
tea. 
^^
.'	 1
^a^.
i
^_ .
cubic feet per acre. 	 Gavin (1.973) predicts a slower growth rate and expects ,
a diameter of IO inches in 60 years (Fig. 26}. •^
,^
^.. ';	 ^
^;;? j , Table l6.	 Mesquite diameter growth is fairly rapid an floadplain sites.	 Data .,;
-;:^ adapted from. Olson, 1940.
..^
}S±
^	 +i^- Location	 Diameter Tnches
i
(Tnd^.an
T ^i Reservation}	 5 yrs. IO yrs. 15 yrs. 20 yrs, 25 yrs. 30 yrs. 35 yrs. 40 yrs.
Gila River	 l.7	 3.7	 5.3	 6.9	 8.0	 8.8	 9.4	 9.9jj;^
!. San Xavier
	
l.3
	
3.1.	 4.7	 6.3	 7.7	 8.7	 9.1	 -
_ Papago	 1.3	 2.9	 4.0	 5.6	 7.2	 8.2	 8.7	 8.8
Camp McDowell	 1.5	 3.0	 4.5	 5.6	 6.8	 7.8	 8.4	 ---
. ^
Cutting, hauling and selling mesquite firewood shows a small, profit in ,
Tucson where fireplace woad sells for about $55 per cord when based on Camp-
j-. bell's total. costs of cutting and delivering firewood (Table ].7} (George
,,	 ;
^
Campbell., unpublished report-to Arizona State Land Department). 	 Before this _
profit can be realized 	 hard work is a prerequisite; specialized equipment is ^
^
^
'` needed; trees must be of suitable size and form (open limb type of tree with
^
trunl^s at least eight inches in diameter}; trees should be spaced less than `.
_
125 feet apart and trees ^xst be available for nutting at na cost ar a nominal ^",
^^	
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Figure 25. Mesquite growth rings can be counted; and reliable site
index curves would facilitate management decisions in
mesquite communities.
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^igutre 26. Gavin (1973) estimated mesquite to be 60 years
- oId when he measured 7:U-inch stem diameters on^
^ a,^l^odplain axong the San Pedro ^tiver near
^	 ^^
'r.,
Mamneoth, Arizona.
^
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Table 17. George Campbells unpublished report to the Arizona State Land
Department includes an estimate of 1974 costs and returns for a
mesquite firewood operation.
Item Two ft. wood Four ft. wood
Transport personnel and equipment $ 2.50 $ 2.50
Labor of cutting, loading and stockpiling 10.00 $.00
Saw expenses, including purchase 3.75 2.75
Haul from woods to stockpile 3.50 3.50
Camp supplies and miscellaneous 2.25 2,25
Overhead and supervision 2.75 2.i'S
Total Cost of Cutting & Stockpiling $ 24.75 $23..75
Hauling from stockpile to woadlot ( 75 miles) $ 5.00 $ 4..00
Unload at woodlot or restaurant 1.75 1.75
Lead, deliver, unload and stock at custo^rer's
home	 b.00	 -
Total Cost of Delivering from Stockpile	 $ 3.2.75	 $ 5.75
Total Cost per Gord of Wood Delivered
to Destination	 $37.50	 $27.50
cost not exceeding $ 1 or $2 per cord (George Campbell, unpublished report).
These logging conditions exist on patented Lands where farmers and ranchers are
clearing floodplains for agricultural uses.
To obtain additiozzal data on mesquite woad production, measurements of mes-
quite stand characteristics were made on three 1/4-care study plots, Plants
3.arger than one-i.nch diameter were counted and identified by stapling a "num-
,_	 _
bered" three-by-five-inch, card to each tree (rig. 27).	 The number of stets on ,^
;_
each plant was counted and a diameter tape used to find the diameter breast- ^	 '_
high (DBH) of the average -sized stem for each plant,
	
The average -sized stem was ^,
used as a basis to separate plants into stem diameter classes.	 An Abney level '^	 ;°^
was used to find the average height of each stem diameter class.	 33asal area data
^
were extrapolated from the DBH data (Gevorkiantz amd Olsen, 19551 and multiplied
_,^
-
by average height to determine average volume ( ^t. 3 /stem) for each stem diameter `'
class.	 This figure was multiplied by the number of stems in each stem diameter j
class to derive volume (ft. 3 /acre) es.^.ttlates.	 The total volu3ne ( ft.3/acre}
estimates were divided by 3,28 ft . 3 to derive the solid cords, then this figure ^;
adjusted to cords of firewood by dividing by 0.8. `-
,:.4
Timber measurements along the San redro suggest money equivalents for _^;
mesquite woodlands varies with - stand characterishi.cs, 	 Mesquite growth was mess- ^'
cared at three locations and volume ranged from 72l ft . ^/acre at the Charleston.
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Figure 27. Cards were used to number each tree for subsequent
measurements of diameter, total height and number
of stems.
plot (Fig. 2$) to 223 ^t. 3/acre art the ^'airbanics plot where stew density ap-
praached 3,90D pear acre. Because o^ the small diameter stems, this latter stand
currently has little value for ^irewnad (^'ig.29 and Table 1$}. Although old
stumps were net visible, this was an. immature stand, and probably represented
secondary success -ion dram earlier farming practices.
Stands at St. David and Charleston were many ages but most trees were less
i:'san eight inches in diameter and trees iir the three, four and five-inch diameter
classes represent'abottt 4-5" percent . a^ the total number o^ gees ('Babies l9 and
2Q}.: Average mesquite density, on these tc,^o mature sites, is 276 trees and 675
stems per acre (about 60 percent of. the-stems wexe iti :the three-- to fzve-inch
dia^e^er classes).
L'
{	 ,r
f, ^:^
Trees on the Charleston study plot were estimated to be 70 years old be- ^
cause the o^^.d minxx^g' ^ow^z was probably aba^zdaned during: 'the' 1$90'x, 	 These stands ± ..;:	 '3
ca^zta^. about seven cc+rds of: fire^rood per acre and at current prices ($55/cord)
have . a gross marketable value o^ $3S5 per acre. 	 4n the basis of a 70-year rota-
tion harVe.st, the gross retura.woul:d be $5..5Q/acre/year.
Growth data, suggest that growth volume-for"mesquite is rapid the first. 20 } ^^
years, then. gradually declines aid a 3S^year rotation is conceivable (Fig. 30).
^^ the.Char:lesto^.ste.cauld produce. seven cards of firewood per. acre an a 35- ^
year natation, the grass return wrould be $11.00/acre/year. 	 These assumptions - ^
include an average annual growth of 20.6 ft. 3 /acre/year, slightly less than
what Olson {.18403 oIiserved on. the .good _sites (25 ft. 3 /acre/year} . ^	 r
'lhe pos:sibi:liby. off.: hax^ves^iz^:g mesquite ^ra^t State . Trust sand . fox' £ire..wnod
has been proposed-(Sa^rers, 1974).
	
Campbell (unpublished report) believes that ^^
managing State :and for mesquite-firewood has 'little economic potential.
	 He
.J
concluded.:
	
l) mesquite firewood Qn.State land has little interest far commer- ^^
cial buyers.,. 2) the cost of making sales and "policing" .the cv.tting would be
pxahibitive-and 33 State . ,land leasees would a}iject to the increased traffic an ^^
Jgrazixzg lauds . ...!
Bayer`s {1974) assessment,-.howe•^ er, is more-optiimistic.	 His tabulated
data- of state, prx.vate and. Bureau "uE: Land Mayaagemant land show 7$0,509 and.. ^^
1,407,584 acres of mesquite bo,sques in Cochise County and statewide,. respec-
nive^:y.. .^Iawever,. his .acreage fzgures agpear high in eomparison"with earlier ^^
estBiates (106,.OiIC' to 300,:000' acres o. ^' rparaic vegetation. zxx the total State)
by Robinson (unpublished xeport) ^ I^o^aer Colorado Regi6ri` State-pederal inter-^ ^^ }[.	 ;
_agency ^ro^ ..:for the Pac^.^ic Southwest Interagency Com^tttee (1971:j and
..	
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Figure 28. Seventy-year-old mesquite community had 288 trees, 700 stems
and seven cords of firewood per acre. Data based on l/4-acre
plot along the San Pedro River, Charleston, Arizona.
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^;.	 !	 e mes uite community along the San Pedro River hadFigure 29. lmmatur	 q$/^ trees, 3904 stems , 2. ^. cords of wood pe:- acre and was
designated unmerchan table far firewood. Data based on
i	
1/4-acre plot near Fairbanks, Arizona.
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^::^^_ zabl.a 18. Mesqurte parameters measured on the paixbanks plot.	 Data based on measurements from one
--	 - 1/4-acre plot.
f,
Stem
Diameter DBH Basal. Area	 Haight Vol.. Trees ^`^ Stema	 ^k Sterns poi,.
Class (inches) sq. fit. (fit.) x(.48) ft. 3 lstem 1/4 -acre 1/4racre acne ft.3/acre
0-1.0 ,5 .0013 b .0078 .0037 36 432 1728 b.393
.'A.._^ 1.1-2.0 1 ,0055 8 .0440 .021. 32 320 x280 26.88
:;^	 ^ 2.1-3.0 2 .0218 9 .19b2 .0941. 8 11.2 448 42.156
^	 3.1-4.0 3 ,0491 14 .6874 .3299 $ 1.12 448 147.795
_ V
_.
:';
4.1-5.0 4 .0873
223.224.
...
223.224 1.7439375
^--^— = 1.7439 = 2.179 cords o^ woodlacre.
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Table l9. Mesquite parameters zneasurad on the st. Davi.d plot.	 Data based on measurements from one
1/4-acre plot.
Stemr =,:. 
h. Diameter DBH Basal Area Height Val. Trees ^^ Stems ^^ Stems Vol.
_ Class {i.nches) sq. ft. (ft.) x(.48) ft. 3 /stem l/4-acre 1/4-acre acre ft.3/acre
'rs-^.,
1.I-2.4 1 .0055 8 .0440 .4211 12 17 b8 1.434
2.1-3.0 2 .0218 l0 .218 .1446 i6 37 148 15.484
3.7.-4.0 3 .0491 14 .6$74 .3299 11 26 104 34.309
s^`,;, 4.1-5.0 4 .0873 l9 1.6587 .7961 10 34 135 108.259
-°^ 5.1-6.0 5 .1.364 22 3.000 1.44 9 29 115 167.04
^	 6.1-T .0 5 .1963 23 4.5149 2.1672 3 7 28 64.678
7.1-8.0 7 .2673 23 5.1479 2.9547 2 2 $ 23.507
8.1-9.0 8 .3491 25 8.727 4.188 2 8 32 134.416
- 9.1- 9 .4418 26 11.485 5.513 1 ^- l6 88.208
- 67 655 633.441
`,
533.OG-1 4.9455
= 4.9456 ^ 6.28 cords of wood/acre
128 .8
l
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Table 20. Mesquite parameters measured on the Charleston plot.	 Data based on one 1/4-acre plot.
Stem
Diameter DBH Easa1 Area Height Vol. Trees ^^ Sterns ^ Stems Voi.
Class (inches) sq. it. (ft.) x(.48} ^t. 3/stem 114-care i/4-acre acre ^t.3/acre
1.1-2.0 1 .0055 8 ,0440 ,0211 1.1 26 100 2.194
2.1-3.0 2 .0218 10 .218 .1046 $ 20 80 8.368
3.1-4.0 3 .0491 i4 .6874 .3299 i2 41 164 54.103
4.1-5,0 4 .0873 19 1.6587 .7961 i4 40 176 140.113
5.7.-6.0 5 .1364 2l 2.8644 1.3744 9 15 60 82.494
6.i-7.0 6 .1763 23 4.5149 2.1671 5 10 40 86.684
,-.•	 7.i-8.0 7 .2673 23 6.1479 2.9509 5 10 40 1.18.036Y
c°	 8.i-9.0 8 .3491 24 $.3784 4.021.6 i 1 4 16.086
9.i-14.0 9 .4418 25 11.045 5.301.6 3 4 i6 84.825
10.1-11.0 10 .545 2S 13.625 6.54 2 2 $ 52.32
11.1-12.0 11 .660 25 16.5 7.92 1 1 4 31,68
12.1-13.0 l2 .785 0
13.1- i3 .722 25 23,5 11.064 i 1 4 44.256
72 700 721.159
	721.159	 5.634
5.634
	
= 7.04 cords o^ woodlacre
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figure 30.	 Mesquite grows rapidly on floadplain sites.
^.^
Data adapted i:rom Qlsan s (190) study on
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Indian Reservations in Southern Arizona. ,^
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lands may also be limited because only about 10 percent {9,000 out of total,
of 103,000 acres) of the total riparian acreage occur an State Trust Land
(USDA Soil. Conservation Service, 1970).
The large discrepancy of riparian estimates emphasize the need for Ari-
zone's riparian communities to be properly identified and classified. 	 Al-
though Sayers (1974) used Kuchler's (1964) system to identify and classify
vegetation, Kuchler's original map designates only the Phoenix area as a
potential "mesquite bosque" site. 	 This is a much smaller area than that
mapped by Sayers.
	 Differences in definition of mesquite bosque are illus-
^^ traced is1 Figs. 31 and 32. 	 The Pettinger et al. (1.970) definition, "mesquite
bosque is a vegetational unit where tree-sized (20-30 feet) mesquite complete
ly dominate the aspect giving a thicket appearance" is mast easily interpreted
and is compatible caith Kuchler {1964) and Brawn and Lowe (1974b) and should
be used as a basis to identify and map mesquite bosques.
bosque	 "marketable"Mesquite	 represent a	 product and under suitable
environmental conditions, a renewable resource. 	 Olson (1940) wrote that
sound forest management practices on mesquite woodlands would be economically
feasible.	 He warned, however, that sound forest management and utilization
^^ practices were needed for a sustained yield of mesquite products. 	 Monetary
returns Pram mesquite harvest must also be in balance with other uses of a
:# ^' resource that includes many values for humans, wildlife and site maintenance.^
"^^ Some preliminary economic analyses of combined mesquite management far wood
,;, and grazing management for forage indicate higher economic returns than from
^,; either use alone.
	 These data illustrate the need fox critical evaluation of
uses, singly and in combination.,
n
^
i'E
Stu
tTses of Riparian Deciduous Gallery forest Communities
^'
^,
Brown and Lave (In review) separate the riparian deciduous gallery forest
into two major communities; 	 the mixed broadleaf, alcove 3,500 ft. and the
^^ cottonwood-willow, below 3,500 ft. Their importance of these communities to
'-^ the Arizona grey squirrel (Sciurus arizonica), water shrew ( Borax palustris},
^-^- otter (Lucre canadensis) and canyon tree drag (tea areas`
	icolar) is reviecaed.
}	 by Brown and Lowe (1n review) and their value as bird habitat is documented
	 ^ •_
(Carothers and ,Tahnson, 1.971.}. These communities are dtaindling in area and
	 `.'?
Brown and Lawe Tn review believe that excessive catt^. e 	`-``J(	 )	 grazing has nega^	 :^-^^t:^-
tively ixtfluenced the understory and quality of remaining stands.
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Figure 31. Sayers (147+) apparently inc!.uded
scattered mesquite stands on r.^.on-
riparian sites in^o his "mesquite
bosque" community. This pi^otograph
is interpreted to be similar to the
one he presents iri his publication.
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Figure 32. Pettinger et al. (1970), Kuchler (1964) and the present study
classify a vegetationa l unit where tree-sized (20-30 feet)
mesquite dominate the aspect as a mesquite bosque.
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xn the riparian deciduous gallery ^oreat,.Indians used raalnut, Texas mul,
berry and cottor►wood far food. Cottonwood and wi^.law were also used in snaking
	 ;.
baskets and far a. variety of medicinal purposes (Keargey and Peebles, 1969).
	 ^^
'here is a possibiL^ .ty of utilizing timbor from the riparian deciduous
forest. Cottonwood is the most ^.mportant species, bnt utilization prospects are
	 ^.
lianibed because it occurs on, less thap:. 8,000 . acres and.: these are - bea^g xer^oved
in .various land-use pxog^ams (Barger and 1'folliott, ^.R7x);:: ^he3r felt, however,
that private^.y owned lairds could be managed fox cattorlwaod praduc^io^t an a :sus.-	 ^^
raised yield basis. ^Li3,s rosy ^Ze jxts :hf3.ed because., in. same. areas. aattaniaood
has been used far pazlpwood, :^aod shavings, crat.^.atg, boxes., ballets, veneer in
plywood, firep^ .ace viand, a+^d it array be suited as a feed suppLemexx^ for an.i^:ls
(Barger and ^'fo^.liott, l9Tl}, Aceordi .ng to Horton and Campbell t^.974) a sma1L
traits iaidus^ry .aa. northers Msxico - uses cottoiawood for aaaki^tg sanall statues and
	
^_^
bowls. Albhough urger and Ffolliort (1971) concl^sde that piresertt use in Arizona
	 ^ ^
is restricted by the supply prablezn aad Zack of 'immediate market for the timber,
	 ^.;
they believe there is some economle potential for utilizing cotConwaod in Arizona.
Uses a^ Riparian Grassland Cor^tsnities
Sacaton, tobosa and other ripariaa grassland communities are economicaJ.ly
	 ;
important forage resources (gig. 33). 'fabasa and Sacaton communities occur on
heavy-textured soils of bottoanlands and swales and are an important component
of ranchers' total livestock operatioaa. Sacaton also farms thick ground cover
	 ^..!
in openings and along edges of a¢esquite bosques.
	 }
i
Effective management and ut.ilizati .on of tabosa and Sacaton grasslands
	 ;_^
depend on the availability of other forage species, season of use, and Livestock
distribution {Darrow, L94^}. Livestock will utilize tobosa when it i.s green but
	 ^^
will often avoid it if other feed is available ar if it becomes coarse. There-
fore, Darrow believed tobosa grasslands should be used during summer months to
	 ^^
obtain evert utilization (stubble height of three or four inches). However, he
	 ^^
warned that these areas could be converted into barren adobe flats if vegetational
	 ^^
:^
cover was seriously depleted, Under these conditions, the heavy clay soils become
impervious to water percolation and aeration, Sacaton can be an important source
	
i
of green feed in the spring when many other greases are dry.
Converting Arizona ° s floodplains that have shallow water tables (0-^ feet
to bexmuda grass or saltgrass aLsa has high ecoitt^mic poteaatial, and there is some
potential. for floodplaina with water table depths of four to eight feet to be
converted to grass (Horton and Campbell, 1974}. Ripariaaz grassland comamanities
	 i?
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Figure 33. Sacatvn bottomlands (San Pedro ^tiver) are an important grazing
resource and contribute tv the overa3.1 ranch operation.
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provide for soil stability, furnish forage, utilize less water than woody ^	 '.
plants and when they exist in combinata.on with other riparian communities
improve habitat for some wildlife species. ^^^
-	 Bermuda grass is an. important introduced species of the riparian grassland {l.:.°^,^
comtmsnity.	 Kneebone {1966} reports that bermuda grass hao been used medxc^.na3.ly t	 ^,
^,,since the first canto 	 anal even, as racentl 	 as the earl	 da s of the Vnxtedry e 	 y	 y	 y ^`
States its rhizomes were used to make a diuretic. 	 Tn ^nd^.a, the rhizomes were ^	 ^	 ^_.:
used with tumeric and applied to bleeding wounds.
	 It: Mexico, an infusion"of ^ ^,
leaves reportedly reduces suffering from high blood pressure and experiments. at ,.
The University of Arizona College of Pharmacy indicated in.jectiohs of soaked ^	 r
Bermuda lawn clippings would reduce blood pressure in dogs. {Kneebone, 1966).
Ber[nuda grass is also economically important for pasturage, as a. soil. ^^
stabilizer and as a pest in alfalfa seed (Kneebone, 1966}. 	 He rsports,."At -,,
present tune, more than. 6,000,000 pounds of bexmuda grass seed are being-sold ^
^_.:
in the United States annually, primarily from Yuma County, Arizona, and all `''^
grown as a specialty crop.	 This brings over a ma.11i.on dollars to the growers, s	 ^	 ''	 :^	
y
much of it from land too salty to grow anything else or from land which bermlada ;.
^	 ^^grass was allowed to take over as a reclamation measure." •
i
Uses of Riparian Scrub Communities
In Southern Arizona these communities lie is or near the lever, of the stream ..
bed and are subject to irregular ar at least intermittent streamflow, often in
";;
the form of flash floods.	 Substratum of these sites is a mixture of sand and ,^i;'
coarse, partially worn gravel.	 Conditions era very unfavorable for tree estab-
t 1^	 ^
'^^^^'^
lishment and the plants { Salis^, Populus and Prosapis) which do occur usually ^^	 ^`7'
show distortion and root exposure due to floods. 	 Dominant plants era burrobrush, 1.^	 i^:::;_^
desert broom, desert willow and saltcellar, and these have little value for '.°,alga^	 '°-.x
t^.mber or livestock grazing.
r1	
^	 '''`^
Pods from catclaw and mesquite have been used far mush and cakes, and arrow- '"
weed used in constructing huts and for making arrows and baskets {IZearney and t`	 ^.^
Peebles, 1969}.
Uses of Ma.xshland Co^msnities ^	 ...::.-
Brown and E,owe (In review) define marshland communit3.es as "those commur^i- ,.	 ,
ties, the principal constituents o£ which are not trees nor nonhalophytic
y„^.
^	 _-
^	 `^^grasses	 and which normall 	 or re	 larl	 have their basey	 gu	 y	 portions annually, ^;,
^^
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periodically ar continuallysubuier^ad.:" These are Arizona's most hydric
c;,,nmunities and- include saltgxass, carrizo, bull^ush, giant reed, and cattail:.
Bro`azi: and Lowe ^ (7n re^Tew) i5e7:3:eve. ^na^sh c^ir^i^.ties haves :been ^a^ned ,
mare .than any o.^her aom^.znity 'in Arizona bar ma^a.'s water t^anipula.tiai^s. ^^
is a rare community and Haase (1972) found only 254 acres oa the 7.&,OOO^acre
^Ioadplain o^ the lower Gila Rivex; yet, they are' importaic^t to endaz^ge^ed,.
threatened, and peripheral wi7,dli^e species {L^nivexsty o^ Arizona, O^^ce
af^•:Ara.d.^;ands Studies, 19?.0; Haase, x972; Erowx^ and Lowe., In reyie^,r). Ga.t^
tail. marsh cattyunities provide nesting s.itss .far about l3 species ot^^ o^
the 7.50 species o^ l^ixds observed a&ong the 1,ow'er 'Gila River (^tx^.versity::of
Arizona, Q^^1Ce o^ Arid Lands Studies, 197Q). Nesting spec.^.es incl:Lde'tle
Yom. clapper.rail__{ Ra1lus.langi^.estris Bbdcta.ert),.an endangered'.' species
(I1 :.5. Bureau o^ .Sport Fisheries and Wild.li^e, .7.968).. .These cammuni^.i.es ara
important habitat for other rare and vanishing_wa.ldli^e species.: 3a.lack rail
{Laterallus ^afnaicens.is) , bitterns ('xxob^rchus ex^.l7:s., ar^d Botaurus 7.enti-
ing osus) aIId Mexican duck {Axzae clia.z^) (Brown aced Bowe, In revecr) .
In the marshland camar^to.ities, "cu^.ms o^ reed were us.ecl te' make: arrows, .
prayer sticks, weaving rods, pipeste^is, mats, scxeens, nets and thatchxng,n
Kearney and Feebles (7.969). Seeds and rootstocks o^ reed were used as food.
Cu1ms off' Giant reed were used for lattzces, nets, screens, and in construct-
ing huts. Various parts of cattail. were used as food (Kearney and: Peebles,
19f9). They also report that the Hopi Indians ate the bases o^ one a^ the
bulrushes.
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APPENDS A: Sources of Available Aerial Photography
For current aerial photog,:aphic coverage over the t7nited States, the
United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey has compiled an
index map ^.ncluding the fo^,lawing goverrnnent agencies and commercial firms:
Federal Government Agencies
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service
Department of Agriculture
Western Laboratory
2505 Parley's Way
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109
{For North Dakota, Nebraska,
Kansas, Arkansas, Louisiana,
and other States to the west)
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service
Department of Agriculture
Eastern Laboratory
45 South French Broad Avenue
Asheville, North Carolina 28801
(Fax all other states)
National Ocean Survey
Department of Commerce
Washington Science Gex^ter
Rockville, Maryland 20852
Bureau. of Land Management
Department of Interior
Washington, A.C. 20240
Map Yn,formation Office
Geological Survey
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 2D244
Forest Service
Department of Agriculture
Washington, D.C. 2025D
4
^,	 ^
„^;.-: Soil Conservation Service ;:;'l.,	
a
Department of Agriculture Tennessee Va11ey Authority '
Federal Center R=.gilding Maps and Surveys Branch
= Bast-West Highw^^y ^: Belcrest Road 210 Haney Building ^	 ;
Hyattsville, Maryland 	 2D781 Chattanooga, Tennessee	 374^D1 ;
State Agencies :_'
^' Arizona Highway Department Oregon State Highway Division )	
^'Administrative Services Division Salem., Oregon	 97310 ti
206 South 17th Avenue ^	 ^`
Phoenix, Arizonr	 85007 Virginia Department of Highways i	 -i,}
Location and Design Engineer ^^.{	 ^	 -_
State of Arkansas Highway Department 1401 East Broad Street
-
Surveys, 9500 New Denton Highway Richmond, Virginia	 23219 ^	 _.i
P.O. Bax 2261, Little Rock, Arkansas ^	 ,^	 ,;^'
State of Washington j	 i_
State of Nebraska Department of Natural Resources ':.^
Department of Roads G00 North Capitol Way i
14th &Burnham Streets Olympia, Washington 	 98501 `?	 +.
# Lincoln, Nebraska	 68502 ^	 '	
.
State of Ohio .rv~:;
Department of Highways ^	 ^	 „	 =-:`
Columbus, Ohio	 u^3216
.,
'
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Commercial firms
Aer^.a1 Data Service
10338 East 21st Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74129
Air Photographa.cs Ine .
P.O. Box 786
Purce11vi11e, Virginia 23132
Amma.nn International Base Map &
Air Phata Library
223 Tenth Street
San Antonio, Texas 7827.5
H.G. Ghickering, .1r.
Consulting Photograu^netrist, Inc.
P.O. Box 2767
1290 West 7th Avenue
Eugene, Oregon 97402
Fal.rchild Aeromaps Inc.
14437 North 73rd Street
Scottsdale, Arizona $5254
^r„mman Ecosystems Corp.
Bethgage, New York 11714
Henderson Aerial Surveys Inc.
51.25 West Bx^aad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43228
L. Robert Kimball.
615 West Highland Avenue
Ebensburg, Pennsylvania 15931
The Sidwell Company
S idtoell Park
28 West 240 North Avenue
West Chl.cago; Illinois 60185
Surdex Corporation
25 Mercury Boulevard
Chesterfield, Missouri 63017
Teledyne Geotranics
725 East Third Street
Long Beach, Galifornia 9087.2
ilnited Aerial. Mapping
541.1 3aclaaGOd drive
San Antonio, Texas 78238
Walker and Associates Inc.
3l0 Prefontaine Building
Seattle, Washington 98104
Western Aerial Contractors, Inc.
Mahlon Sweet Airport
Route 1, Box
Eugene, Oregon 97401
Burlington Northern Znc.
650 Central Building
Seatt7.e, Washington 987.04
Gar^iright Aerial. Surveys Ine.
Executive Airport
6151. Freeport Boulevard
Sacramento, California 95$22
Lockcaoad, Kessler & Bartlett, Inc.
One Aerial Way
Syosset, New York 11.791
Mark Hurd Aerial. Surveys, Inc.
345 Pennsylvania Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55426
Merrick and Gampany
,; Gansulting Engineers
2T 00 j,7es t Evao.s
,^ Denver, Colorado	 8021.9
Murray-McGor^atick
`' Aerial Surveys Znc.
6220 24th Street
Sacramento, Galifornia 	 95822
>i
Photographic Interpretation Corporation
} Box 868, Hanover, New Hampshire	 03755
^^ Qt*inn and Associates
460 Caredean Drive
Horsham, Pennaylvan^.a 	 13044
Sanborn Map Gampany, Inc.
P.O. Box b1
^_^	 629 Fifth; Avenue
Pelham, New York 10803
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Southeast Michigan
Council of Governments
,^ `^.	 ].249 Washington Boulevard
:';^ . Detroit, Michigan 48226
;.:.:
^.
Other Agencies	 -
i }^ r..
The LT.S.G.S. index map "status of Aerial Photography in the IT.S." shows
where aerial coverage is available, and indicates the responsible agency and
^^^ '^	 firm. The ma.v is available through
MAP INFORMATION OFFICE
U.S. Dept. of the Interior
Geological Survey
Washington, D.C. 20242
This office also maintains retards of available maps, aerial mosaics, etco
Inde^c maps showing aerial coverage by a single government agency tan be
obtained upon request through the appropriate Regional Headquarters.
To procure aerial photographs the retammended procedure is to use the
"Status Map" to determine who has the film, then contact the agency or firm to
inquire about price and film characteristics.
Requests should state the purpose for which the photographs are desired,
define the specific area of interest, and specify the size of photographs and
typo of coverage desired. Requests far reproduction of gaverxmaent photography
of Arizona may be sent to the appropriate Regional Headquarters:
Pacific Region Engineer
U.s. Geological Survey
345 Middlefield Road
Menlo Park, Calif. 94025
U.S. Forest Service
Division of Engineering
Federal Office Building
Ogden, Utah 8401
Attn: Surveys and Maps Branch
Western Aerial Photography Laboratory
Arcs-usDA
2505 Parley`s Way
Salt Lake City, Utah $4109
Inquiries regarding aerial photographic coverage during the 1930's and
I940's should be directed to:
National Archives & Records Service
.,
Cartographic Branch, G.S.A. Room G^6 ^	 ' _^^'
8th ar:d PA. Ave. N.W. ^. .^ _^'
	 .
Washington, D.C.
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The ERRS Data Center is operated for the Earth Resources Observation
Systems Program o^ the Department ol: the Interior by the Topographic Div^.sion
of the Geological Survey to provide access to Earth Resources Technology
Satellite (ERTS) ima.gexy, USGS aerial photography, and NASA aircral:t data.
The EROS Data Center is located at:
10th & Dakota Avenue
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57198
Their stall: also maintains a catalog ol: all NASA imagery and photography and
will respond to inquiries by telephone, letter, and personal visits.
2`h,<^ Department o^ the Interior has established and maintains a browse
file at:
Water Resources Division
U.S . Geological Survey
Room 5107, Federal Building
230 North 1st Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85025
Phone: Gat,-21G-37.88
^^ Other local sources o^ in^ormati:fn regarding Arizona imagery and photog-
^^
L` a raphy are :
Center o^ Remate Sensing^^,
y;^
a•^
School of Renewable Natural Resources
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 	 85721
''^
-^ and
O^^ice of Arid Lands a^udies
University ol: Arizona
^^ Tucson, Arizona 	 85719
Attn:	 Mr. Robin Clark
€;.
f^ These depar^`raents have assembled aerial photography and imagery germane to
'' Arizona and they have facilities, equipment and personnel to assist in remote
^^ sensing investigations.
as The Department o^ Commerce, National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Admiaa-
istration (NDAA) has Earth Resources Data Center at Suitland, MD. 	 This Center
f^ will provide ERTS data to the general public and to users in the oceanographic,
hydrologic and atmospheric sciences. 	 Their costs axe the same as those at the
^^ EROS Data Center; however, they do not maintain a browse file in Arizona.
^° Direet all orders to:
	°^	 National Climate Center
	
^,^^	 NOAA Environmental. Data Serviee
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series.	 Aue to processing difficulties, the orthophotoquads Crary in q^a^.ity.
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`` ^. APPENA^ B; Scientific Name Hguiyalents fox Common Names
'^ of plants Used in. the Text and Captions
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Common Name Scientific Name
,.	 ;;
,:	 ,:_ ^. alder Alms sp. •	 ^
^' alfalfa Medicago satava
^ s.lkali sacaton Sporobalus a^,roz.des Tarr. `k
arrawraaed Pluchea serz.cea (Nutt.) Coville.
;aspen Popules_ txemuloides M^.ahx.
aster Asher sp.
^,^,: baby bonnets Coursetia mxcro^hyXla Gray. ^^:-
baccharis Baccharis sp. _
batamote (seep willow) Bacchar^.s ^lutinosa Pers. }
bermuda grass Cynadon dactylon (L.} Pers.
big saltbush Atxipl.ex lentifax^.^,s (Tarr.) Wats. :'i^
_ blue pau:ic ^'anicum antidotale Retz. ;-,':
s ^ bulrush Sci^s sp.
Y burrobrush Hymen©clew mono^yra Torr. &Gray.
.	 .^.
^k
's^	 `s *; ^
^^^
canyon grape Vitis ar^.zoa.ica Engelm. ^
_
;;.r,.: 4 cat clat,7 Acacia	 rg eggi^. Gray.
cattail ^ spy
,
y '
,.:.1,
.. corn Zea sp. y
cotton c;ossypium sp.
4^
^`'a
cottonwood Po ulus sp.
coyote melon (gourd) Cucurbita ^almara Wats.
:::	 id
creosote bush Larrea tridentate (DC.} Coville
`_:;^
;^
desert broom Baccharis s^rothxoides (B. arizonica) ^?'^
desert saltbush Atriplex po,lyca^Pa (Tarr.) Wats.
desert tobacco (tobacco)
	 Nicotiana trigonophy^.^.a Duna..
^I,a
desert willow Chilopsis linearis {Cay .) Sweet.
devil.^s-claw Proboscides sp. ,'..
elderberry Sambucus neamex^.cana Waoton. ^
^;^ four-wing saltbush A_tr_iplex canescens (Pursh) Nutt. _.s'
Preniant cottonwood Po ulus fremontii j^Tats.
-
}_ g3,ant reed Arus:do donax L.
goose foot Chenapodium sp. .
,^ ^
-
^
-
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Common Name 3c^.entif^.c Name
greasewood Sarcobatus vermiculatus {Hoop.) 'parr.
hackberry (netleaf hackberxy) Celt^.s reticulate Torr.
iodine bush Allenrolfea sp.
^.ranwoad O^.aeya tesota Gray.
.Tohnson grass Sor hum ha^.epense (^.) Pers.
bungle rice Bchinochloa colonum {L. ) T
_a^.t^k.
lyc ium ^^um sp.
marsh fleabane Pluchea sp.
mesquite ^^osopiS_juli^^.ora (Swartz) DC.
monkey flower Mimulus sp.
mrtlberry Mores microphylla Buckl.
New Mexico locust Robinia neomexicana Gray.
oak uercus spp.
pale wolfberry I,^rei^ a^7^^.^!um I^iers.
palo^erde Cercidxum ^spp.
pickle weed Allenrolfea occidentalis {Wets.) Kuntze.
pigweed Amaranthus sp.
rabbz.tbrush Chrysothamnus spp.
reed Phragm^.tes communis Trin.
reed canary grass Phalar:^s arundinaceae L.
rubber rabbitbrush Chrysothamnus nauseosus (Pall.) Britton,
Russian thistle Sa^.sola kali I,.
sacaton Sporobolus wrightii Monro.
sacred datura Batura meteloides DC.
safflower Garthamus sp.
saltbush Atrz.plex sp.
saltcellar (tamarix or tamarisk) Tamars,x pentandra Pall.
saltgrass bistichlis stricta (Torr.} Rydb. (D. dentate
Rydb.)
screwbean Prosopis nubesce.as Beath.
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:_^	 ::_:..: tobosa Hilatia iacttzca (Buck1,) Senth.
:^ . -
^.,:	 ^ ^^ y, ve^.vet ash ^`raxinus velutina Torr. (F. standleyi 	 =
^ •-• Rehder.)	 -
:i's
^`	
^:
^^
vine mesquite Panicum obtusum #^.B.K.
^ wa^.nut 3u lens ma.^or (Tort.) He11er (,T, rupestris
'^:	 -^
r
Engelin. vat, for Toot.)
i
^
^ western soapaerry Sates dru^an.di__.
^ wheat Triticu^ sp.	 -
^
:'	 ^
-
white bursage Franseria dumosa Gray.
^
-°""'^^ ^ ^ri1d rye E1y^nus sp.	 -
-f, wi^.3ow Sa^ix sp.
+'	 .	 ^ i
`^
{
wire grass ,Tuncus 1^al^icus Wi11d.
-
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APPENDIX C:	 Common Name Equivalents for Scientific Names _
of Plants Used in the Text and Captions
^,
^.^
^,:
'".' Scientific Name ComIIton Name
^
^ ' ^ #..
t	 ' Acac^.a	 re	 ii Gray. cat claw
4 elongatum Host. tal? wheatgrass ..^Agropyxan
-	 '^ AZlenrolfea sp. iodine mush ^ `•
^:
Allenrolfea occidentalis (Worts.) pi:.'-leveed ^ I f^,.':
Kuratze. ^. _
' Alnus sp. alder
`p	 I^ Amaranthus sp.
.^
pigweed :^
'^^ Arundo donax L. giant reed S ^r:,.
Aster sp. aster ^..^
Atriplex sp. saltbush _-
ij
"i Atriplex cax3.escens (Pursh.) Nutt. four wing saltbush ^	 f{ ^ _
r	
^ Atri^le^r lentiformis (Torn) Worts. big saltbush .^
.	 ^	 ^ Atriplex polycorrpa (Torn) Wata. desert saltbt^ sh i	 ^ ^ ',
Baccharis sp. Baccharis ^ n `_^!
Baccharis glutinosa Pers. batamote {seep willow) } f ¢^
Baccharis sarothroides (B. arizonica) desert broom ,: ^
Cartharants sp. safflower ^'; ^
Celtis reticulator Torr. netleaf hackberry _; i ''.
Cercidium spp. paloverde x
Chenopadium sp. goose foot -. ^ ;.^
Chilo^sis linearis {Cay .) Sweet. desert willow ^ ^.
Chr3=sothamnus spp. rabbitbrush
1
^	 ^
<I3 ,'.^
Chrysothamnus nauseosus (Pall.) rubber rabbitbrush ^ ,,^.
Britton. t
Coursetia microphYl^.a Gray. baby bonnets ?^^ a
'^`s`:
Cncurbita palmata Wata. coyote melon {gourd) '^^'y
;':^'^c^oa°^ dactylon (L.) Pers. Bermuda grass `^
Cortaro meteloides DC. sacred datum ^ _,:'
D^.Stxch118 str3.Cta (TOrr.) Rydb. 3altgrass ^ '•"i
(D, dentata Rydb.)
^'7
	^
i
Echinochloa colonum (L.) Link. jungle rice ^, i ,^
Elymus sp. wild rye ^8
7' ^, n. V'.E
^'ranseria dumosa Gray. white bursage ^^
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ficientific Name
^'raxinus yelutina Toxr. (^,.
staxtdleyyar Rehder. )
Gossyp^.ttm sp.
Hilaria mutica (Buckl.) Benth.
Hytttenoclea monogyra Toxr. &Gray.
.Tu ^^ans ma^ar (Tory .) Hei^.er (.T.
rupestris HagB^ .m. var, mayor Toot,)
,luncus balticus Willd.
Zarxea tridentate (DC.) Coville
T,yc ium s p .
Lycium pal^.idum, Miers.
Medicago satiya
Mimulus sp.
Mores microphylla Suekl.
Nicotiana trxgonophylla Dz:na3..
Olneya tesota Gray.
Panicum an,tidotale Retz.
Pa^xicum obtusum H.B.K.
Pha^.aris arundinaceae L.
Phra^nites communxs Trin.
Pluchea sp.
P^.uchea sericea (Nutt.) Coville.
POpl11i1S sp o
Populus fremontii Wats.
Populus tremuloides Michx.
Proboscidea ap.
Prosa^is juliflora (Swartz) DC.
PrOSDp7.5 ^ubeseens Benth.
uercus spp.
Rhus trxlobata Nutt.
Robinia neomexicana Gray.
Salix sp.
Salsola kali Z.
Sambucus neomexicana Wooton.
Sapindus drummondi
Sarcobatus vexnniculatus (Hook.) Torr.
Sc^^us sp.
l47
Coupon Name
velvet ash
cotton
tabosa
burrobrush
walnut
w^.regrass
creosote bush
lyc iuzu
pale wolfberry
alfalfa
monkey flower
mulberry
desert tobacco
ironwood
blue panic
vine mesquite
reed canary grass
reed
march fleabane
arrawweed
cottomrood
Fremont cottonwood
aspen
devil s-claw
mesquite
screwbean
oak
skunkbush sumac
New Mexico locust
willocr
Russian thistle
elderberry
westexn soapberry
greasewood
bulrush
I4$
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;:	 ^ ^;
Scientific Name
Senscio longi^.obus ^ezxth.
Sor hum ap.
5or um halepense (^.) Pers.
Sparobolus airaides Torn.
Sporobolus wri^htii P^fanro.
Suaeda torreyana Wats.
Ta^narix pex^tandra Pall.
sp•
Triticum ap.
Vitis arizonica ^ngelm.
Zea sp.
Coummon Name
thread- lea:E grouzxdsel
sorgho or sorghum
Johnson grass
alkaxi sacaton
sacaton
seepweed
tama.^ristc (saltcedar)
cattail
wheat
canyon grape
corn
